
GREEK INSCRIPTIONS 

NOTE ON THE EPISTATAJ OF THTE ATHENA PROMACHOS STATUE 

2. The prescripts of the annual building accounts of the Athena Promachos 
statue were first restored by W. B. Dinsmoor,1 who assumed that " probably three 
epistatae were named." 2 Dinsmoor's restoration had to be abandoned when B. D. 
Meritt showed 3 that " the offset of the prescript must be reduced from ten to seven 
letters." Meritt accepted Dinsmoor's restoration in general but assumed that the 
epistatai " were only two in number, in spite of the plural form in Col. III, line 9." 
The discovery of two new fragments in the Agora Excavations necessitated the 
republication of all the knowrn fragments of the document,4 but still no change was 
suggested for the restoration of the first two lines of the annual accounts. The pre- 
served fragments now contain not one but four references to the epistatai,5 and in 
all instances the plural form is used.6 Dinsmoor and Meritt had to assume, moreover, 
that the epistatai were listed merely by their names without the addition of their 
demotics; this is without parallel among the similar documents of the fifth century B.C.7 

Anotlher difficulty is offered by the phrase that immediately follows the word &LO-radrat. 

Dinsmnoor's restoration ([XE'pAiara ra]pa& KoXaKpE7-0OV) was first merely modified by 
Meritt (X.,[XE,u,a] 7[apa KOXaK] pE[TOV] ), but one of the two Agora fragments pro- 
vided Meritt with the certain restoration E'Xag[o]v lT[a]pa KOXaKpETOV [o-v]Tav. 
This phrase is incomplete, however, wrvithout the preceding wordE-rtro-ra6rat, and, in 
fact, E'Xa,8[ov] is engraved in column TII, line 63 in the same line with [iT-rafr]at. 
Since the phrase Eato-radrat E'Xa/3ov rapa KOXaKpETOV requires the addition of the figure 
of the sunm of money given to the epistatai, the lines containing this phrase cannot have 
been offset as has been assumed so far. This observation makes it necessary to shorten 
the second lines of the so-called prescripts by another four letters. In front of Ttc-ra'-rat 
there is now space for only 14 letters (in column II, line 26), 12 letters (in column II, 
line 55), 10 letters (in column III, line 32), and 10 letters (in column III, line 63). 
This space must be further reduced in column II, line 26, because this line began witlh 
the end of the word Eypad,varEvE, for which there is not enough space in the preceding 

1 A.J.A., XXV, 1921, p. 122, lines 31-32, and p. 123, lines 8-9. 
2 Loc. cit., p. 125, note on line 9. 
3A.J.A., XXXVT, 1932, pp. 473-476. 
4B. D. Meritt, Hesperia, V, 1936, pp 362-380. no. 4; all further references are to this pub- 

lication of the inscription. 
5 Column II, line 72; column III, lines 32, 56, and 63. 
6 Compare the still unidentified accounts published as I.G., 12, 335, line 16: ITO]ZV VEOIIV 

C7rtoTaTatV]. 

7Compare I.G., 12, 335, 340, 343, 345, 348, 363, 365, 366, 369, 370, 372. 
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GREEK INSCRIPTIONS 13 

line. Since the inscription shows syllabic division, the word E'ypa-a-rEvE could have 
extended into the second line w"7ith four or six letters, thus leaving a space of ten or 
eight letters in front of Eirt[o-ra6ra]. It is obvious that these spaces, which are from 
eight to twelve letters wide, cannot have been filled by two names, and, since the plural 
forms of ito-ra'rat and of E1rt0-raTTE0t excltide the restoration of only one name, it is safe 
to assume that the epistatai were not mentioned by name at all.8 In this case, it must be 
assumed that the space between the words E'ypa/EarEVE and itno-rarat was filled by the 
demotic of the secretary. None of the demotics is actually preserved, but that of 
Kallistratos (column IT, lines 25-26) may be restored to 'A [XapvEv'] 9 on the assump- 
tion that Kallistratos is identical with the Athenian general of the same name.9 The 
secretary's demotic is always engraved in the second line of the annual accounts, and 
it is immediately followed by the phrase Ero-7rraat E'XAa3ov rapa KOXaKpETOV o-vvrav. 
It may be assumied, therefore, that the first three (or four) lines of the annual accounts 
were one unit. But the unity would be disturbed by the restoration of the tunique 
phrase [ret apXEt1 and by the assumption that the first line was offset. There is, 
moreover, some evidence available to show that neither the first nor any other line 
of the accouint was offset. This evidence is provided by the small Fragments F + E 10 

which have so far not been studied in this connection. TIhese fragments belong to 
the first coltunin of the wvhole stele since their left margin is preserved. Dinsmnoor 
assigned then 11 to one of the first three years and considered the possibility of placing 
the larg-e sums on opposite sides of the account. The only item in the preserved 
accounts which extends over four lines is the first one containing the sum turned 
over by the kolakretai to the epistatai. This itenm nmay be recognized in lines 3-6 of 
Fragments F + E, and the following restoration may be suggested: 

1 ix X PR PA] [IEPLE7E'VETO r3O X4E,arof] 

AIA rF [ XII] [Es TihiorEpov&'os] . 
z'acat [ vacat ] 

rMM X P [--- EypajiamEvE] 
5 AAA F 1111 [--- trrata 'Xa3ov] 

vacat [lvapa KOXaKpETOV o-vv1av] 

P X r PW A A [EAqka 7TEpCyEVo0J.EVOV] 

P F F F II [EK r3 0porTEpo E'vav6To] 

H a O A A A A P F F Fl F X X V6paKE9 Kat XyovXa KaVcTLJcua] 

10 MMM X X X X [Karva-E'po r6Xavra H FwI 

[RHHHPFFF [Tt/E roIro] 

xX H H H m [ A] [XaXKo TaXavTa id F 44] 
vacat h-t/EN roivro0 

8 This has, in fact, already been suggested by W. Bannier, Rh. Mus., LXI, 1906, p. 217. 
9 Compare P.A., no. 8148; Meritt, Ath. Fin. Doc., pp. 49-50; T.A.P.A., 1941, pp. 226-232. 
10 I.G., I2, 338, column I, lines 1-11; Hesper-ia, V, 1936, p. 365. 

A.J.A., XXV, 1921, pp. 120 and 126. 
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The sum given by the kolakretai to the epistatai (lines 4-6: 71,531 4/6) supple- 
nments the surpluis from the year before (lines 7-8: 6,578 2/6); the total amount 
available to the epistatai of this year was therefore the even sum of 78,110 drachmas.2 
'This observation allows the restoration of lines 1-2 as the last item of the preceding 
year, indicating the surplus of that year. Lines 1-2 belong, therefore, to the accounts 

of the first or of the second year of the entire docu- 
ment, lines 3-13 to the accounts of the second or of 
the third year. The restoration of line 9 is quite 
hypothetical,13 and it is based on the similarity of the 
preserved numerals with those in column IT, line 66.14 
The order in which the metals are listed in column II, 
lines 60-63, and in column III, lines 38-41 (copper 
and tin) has been reversed in the restoration of 
lines 10-13 of Fragments F + E, because the larger 
amount (lines 10-11: 34,852) was obviously used 
for tin which was much more expensive. 

The price of tin can be restored with some 
probability in column III, lines 40-41 to H H [ H H I ] - 
Ar[F] [Ka]rTruE-po: r[acXavTa: TT] ; this means that 
the price of two talents was 466 drachmas. It is 
reasonable to expect that the price of tin varied, and 
the restoration of lines 10-11 of Fragments F + E 

is based on the assumption that the metal sold in 
the year of this account for approximately 233 
drachmas for the talent. But the sum of 34,852 

drachmas that was paidc for tin represents almost exactly the price of 150 talents of 
the nmetal, each talent selling for 232 2/6 drachmas (232 2/6 X 150 = 34,850). The 
two additional drachmas cannot be explained satisfactorily unless it is assumed that 
the tin was brought in amounts larger than one talent, so that the price of the whole 
was not a niultiple of the price of one talent. 

The price of copper can be restored in column III, line 38 to XH [ H H] F I XaXKO 

TaXa I[vTa: 444 ITT]; this means that the price of 37 talents was 1,301 1/6 drachmas. 
that is: 35 drachmas and one obol for the talent.15 The restoration of line 12 of 

12 Similarly, the total expenditures of the sixth year (column II, line 74: more than 12,217) 
and the surplus of this year (colunmn II, lines 75-76: more than 5,280) make up the total sum 
available to the epistatai at the beginning of the year, which probably consisted of the even sum 
of 17,500 drachlias; comlpare, however, Dinslmioor, loc. cit., p. 126. 

13 In the othier accounts, this place is taken by an item that has Inot yet been restored with 
certainty: columiin II, lines 30 and 59, and columin III, line 37; compare Hesperia, V, 1936, p. 369. 

14 Compare Hesperia. V, 1936, p. 369. 
15 This restoration leaves no space for the addition of the word ESOiKa- which is partly pre- 

served in columiin II, line 60; comiipare Hesperie, V, 1936, pp. 370 and 372. 

I.G., J2, 338 
Fragmiients F + E 

(Photograph froiin Squeeze) 
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Fragnients F + E is based on the assumption that one talent of copper sold in the 
year of that account for 35 drachmas and 2 obols (35 2/6 X 180 = 6,315). 

Whatever may be the verdict concerning the restoration -suggested for lines 9-13 
of Fragments F-E, the correct interpretation of lines 1-8 proves beyond doubt that 
the first lines of the annual accounts were not offset. This observation requires a new 
restoration for the first lines. In front of EypacVaWTEVE there is now space for only 
16 letters in colutmn II, line 25, for 11 letters in column II, line 54, for 10 letters in 
column III, line 31, and for 12 letters in column III, line 62. This space was only 
partly filled by the name of the secretary as is indicated by columin II, lines 25-27 
which may now be restorted to read: 

[.*...] K]aXj_Xt'oT]paros [Eypapj 

[,aJrEVEj 'A |XapvEV' ] s1 E'rt [-ra6cra] 

[E'Xaqo ] v IT[ apa KoXaK ] pE I|Tov ] . 

Assuming that in all cases the name of the secretary was preceded by a word of 
four letters, the names of the secretaries had between six and eight letters.16 Two 
restorations mav be sutggested for the word of four letters which preceded the nanme 
of the secretary. The restoration of hoZs is favored by the occurrence of similar 
phrases in other building accotints; 1 btut the order of words resulting from this 
restoration is awkward: [hots K] aX [Xt'or] aros [Eypa Ea'EvE] 'A [XapvEv] s Ezr [O-rarat 

E'Xaq3o] v ir [apa KOXaK]pE [rOV]. The other possible restoration is: [horE KIaAX[Xio- 
r]paros [EypaVjrEvE] 'A.[XapvEV]s I 1i [o-rarat E'Xaf3o] v 7" [apa KOXaK]pE [rov]; there 
are several parallels for this use of the word.18 

Since the epistatai of the Athena Prormachos statue wvere not nmentioned by name 
in the annual accounts, the only evidence for their number is contained in column II, 
lines 72-73. This iten1 provides for a daily salary of 31 obols for the epistatai, their 
secretary, and their servant; 19 btit this information is of little significance since it is 
unknown how much each of these officials received individually. Additional informa- 
tion, however, is supplied by an inscription from Eleusis providing for the creation 
of a board of five epistata.i whose duties are defined: roi'-og 8E EMOTavat ro^s XpELaot 
Tots ToThV OEOTv KaCaL7TEp hot snrt rots E' IT6XEt E'pyots EO-rJTov rt8 v 8t K L rot JyJXAart.20 

16 Seven letters in columin II, line 54, six letters in columin III, line 31, and eig,ht letters in 
column III, line 62. 

7Compare I.G., 12, 343, line 78; 349, line 1; 352, line 1; 353, line 1. 
18 Compare B. D. Meritt, Athenian Financial D)ocumllents, pp. 55-56. I.G., TI, 818 may be 

included in this list, since it is another copy of I.G., TI, 5, and its first line miiay be restored to read: 
[EoXocEv rTi #oZ] t Ka[' Tr6 SEot hotr] I lapat/la [Tr]E[I gs yp. KTX.]. 

9 Compare E. Schweigert, Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 267. 
0 K. Kourouniotes, 'EAcvutva-KaU, I p. 177; compare '". Sardelann, Elcusiuische Ubergabeur- 

ku nden, pp. 12-13. This phrase has been imisquoted as referring- to the temnple in Eleusis by 
G. E. Mylonas, The Hwi,ymn to Demeter and hIcr Sancftuary at Eleusis, p?. 50, note 48. 
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It has been assumed that the epistatai of the Statue were those of the Athena Pro- 
machos statue.2' There is, therefore, good reason to believe that the board of epistatai 
of the Athena Promachos statue consisted of as many members as did the board in 
Eleusis, namely five. The epistatai in Eleusis received as daily salary each four obols, 
and their secretary, who was one of them, received the samne amount. The salary of 
the Athenian officials was probably higher. It may be suggested, accordingly, that 
the epistatai of the Athena Promachos statue were five in numnber, including their 
secretary, and that they received each as daily salary one drachma; the salary of the 
servant was then one obol, making a total of 31 obols (5 X 6 + 1 31).22 

A few wvords may be added concerning one of the items the restoration of which, 
first suggested by Meritt,23 has been confirmned bv the discovery of a new fragment 
found on the North Slope of the Akropolis.24 This item (y [. 4..] rptiXE) iS found in 
columnn II, lines 16, 44, and 69, anld in coltimumn III, lines 23 and 55, and in Schweigert's 
fragment, line 7. Schweigert asserted that the initial letter of columin II, line 69 
"seems to be A," but Meritt rightly observed 25 that " the initial letter preserved on 
the stone is a clearly cut gamma." This iteni may be tentatively restored to y [E Ka'] 

'JptxEs. Its price can be determined from line 69 of column II ([.]A FI), and the 
first numeral nmay be supplied from line 50 of coltimn III.2" The whole item was, 
therefore, AAfF y [E Kaca] TpixESg (26 drachmnas for earth and hair). This interpreta- 
tion of column III, line 50 helps in placing Fragment Y (see Mleritt's drawing, Hes- 
peria, V, 1936, p. 366), because it is now obvious that column III, lines 50 and 55 are 
in fact the same line. The account of the eighth year may be restored to read: 

1 [----] A[hoZs (or ho6rE). !5 . Esypaclq-acTEVE 

ca . 
. 

[vacat] [E'Xa,8ov ra ] pa KoXaKpEToV 

[vacat] [Ivwrav] 

5 [-E-a-] {X TarEpty]Ev[o'Ev]Eov: e[[K r'o] 

21 Compare S. Accame, Riv. di filol., XIII, 1935, p. 486, note 1; C. Picard, Manuel d'archeologie 
grecque, II, p. 338, note 4; A. E. Raubitschek, A.J.P., LXI, 1940, p. 478, note 11; G. E. Mylonas, 
op. cit., p. 49, note 46. For the date of the Athena Promllachos statue, compare also A. E. 
Raubitschek, A.J.A., XILIV, 1940, P. 109; IXN. B. Dinsmoor, A.J.A., XLV, 1941, p. 427. The 
epistatai of the Temple mentioned in the Eleusis inscription would then be those of the old Athena 
temple which must have been restored, at least in part, after the Persian wars. 

22 The same relation between the salary of the epistatai and that of their servant is found in 
the fourth-century inscription published as I.G., II2, 1673, lines 60-61; compare Hesperia, V, 1936, 
p. 376; U. Kahrstedt, Untersuchungen zur cllyagistratu,tr in A4then, p. 318. 

23 Hesperia, V, 1936, pp. 372-373. 
24 E. Schweigert, lYesperia, VII, 1938, p. 267. 
25 A.J.A., XXXVI, 1932, p. 476. 
26 The numeral A stands there between two horizontal lines which indicate that the whole item 

was engraved in one line, and that its highest numeral was a sign for ten drachmas. 
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l----1 _ _[ Tp ] ?[TEpo 
vVavr8] 

TI . . C ] a]irolT o V . .. .cal. pa] 

X HlH H]F I xaXKo: raXaIvra: 4 4 4 F T T] 
vacctt yTLLE TOVTO vacat 

10 H H[H H P] [KcL]rtepo: a[dXcvra 
TT 

A F'-] 1[rtl]E TOVTO Vacat 

H F l---1 [KEpdK ] TaXavrta -_ 

vacat IrwtLE\ roV-o] 

1---] 1 ] 

1-5 1-- [ . pytav TO Epyot ..... ; 

- -] L__ [ ...Kaw OWKo0o0tav KaciLvov] 

I H AAAA rl F F FF11a av0paKE Kat x:lVXa Kavo-tLp[a] 

M [----1 jjjo-0Cot KaT EVEIpavi] /lCTOI KaT[ca] 

H [- -v-1 L7TPVTaEaV luoo IO] a7ToTraxs 

20 A -A P F] 1yE Kat TptJXEsg zvacat 

x FR H H H H] [/uO00Co E7To-r&arEOr] Ka' ypaqtk[a] 

[i AS F F F I I -1 TEZ Ka,c hVl9EpTEp-E] vacat 

L--- -L [KEoaXatov avaXo6,] aaros cTvv7Ta ['v-] 

----] [ipL Ep-yE'vEro To XJ As/1]TO' 

25 --- -] 
- -- - v- 

mpov 
-'ros-. - -acat 

The restorationls of lines 8, 10-11, and. 17 have been discussed above; for the 
restoration of lines 15 -1., see Hesperia, VIT. 1938, pp. 266-268. For the spelling 
[KaT' fE/Epav] in line 18, see B. D. Meritt, Hlespcria, VIII, 1939, p. 76, note 1.27 Lines 
21-22 hiave been restored from coltumn 11, lines 72-73; line 14 probably contained 
the sanme unknown item1 as did coltun II, line 41. Surprisingly high is the amount 
paid in wages (lines 18-19: nmore than 10,100 cdrachmnas), especially if compared witlh 
the amotint paid two years before ( [L X] [I H I I 6600 2/6 drachmas) .28 But it 
is 1probably not nmiore than twice as lar(,e_ and it may well be imagined that the com- 
pletion of the work required more expenses in labor than in material. 

27 Accordinglv, the saimie order of words may now 'b)e restored in line 14 of Col. II: [jUtoo'] 

KaT [EjfEpav KT-A.]. The 1001) of a rlho in front of the alpha, read by Meritt (A.J.A., XXXVI, 1932, 
p. 474; IHespcria, V., 1936, p. 367, Col. II, linie 14. anId pPP 374 f.), is less clearly visible on the 
squleeze tlhani a sloping stroke tha.t milav be part of a kappa. Only faint traces are preserved of thle 
tan wNlhich follows the alpha. 

Comiipare Liesper-ia, V, 1936, p. 370. 
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THE APHRODITE STATUE OF KALAMIS 

3. Fragment of Pentelic marble, found on November 24, 1937, in Section T. 
Only part of the top seenms to be preserved. 

Height, 0.175 m. 

Width, 0.163 mn. 

Thickness, 0.24 m. 

Height of letters, 0.02 mn. 

Inv. No. I 5128. 

ca. 448 B.C. 

[KaX] IXtaq 

[lave] OtqKE 

[ KaAX ] ap,;t 
[KXe] cfq. 

No. 3 
(Photograph from Squeeze) 

I-A~ 1A,/1 

KAK MIE HK 

o a 4 6 8 IOcms. 

Restored Drawing of No. 3 

The restoration is supported by the 
fact that the first three lines are of equal 
length, and that no other restorations can 
be suggested for lines 2 and 3. The 
restoration of line 4 is made necessary by 
the uninscribed space preserved below 
the last three letters of the preceding line. 
The letter forms show a peculiar mnixture 
of old Attic and Ionic writing, but with 
the exception of the eta in line 2 they 
favor a date in the forties of the fifth 
century.29 

29 See A.J.P., LXI, 1940, pp. 477-479. I.G., J2, 20 should be omitted from the list of in- 
scriptions with four-bar sigma which are dated before 450 B.C. This inscription and I.G., I2, 19 
were engraved on the same stele, and the first two lines of I.G., J2, 20 belong to I.G., I2, 19 and 
contain the names of the signatories of the earlier treaty between Athens and Egesta. The remaining 
part of I.G., I2, 20 belongs to the thirties or twenties of the fifth century. 
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The inscription records a dedication of Kallias made by the famous sculptor 
Kalamis. It is tempting to recognize in this fragment part of the base of the Aphrodite 
statue which wNTas seen and described by Pausanias (1, 23, 2): iTapa 8E aV'rqv [the 
memorial of Leaina] a'yaX,ua 'A0po8ti-qg ( KaXXiov rE' aotv aova- qa E'cvat Kat Epyov 

KaXacu8og.` The provenance of the fragmnent does not contradict this combination, 
for fragments of otlher Akropolis dedications were found in the Agora.3" According 
to Pausanias' report, the statue of Aphrodite was set up in or near the Propylaea. 
The Propylaea were built, however, after Kallias made his dedication. It may, there- 
fore, be suggested that Kallias' dedication was erected originally in the sanctuary 
of Aphrodite west of the Propylaea,<2 and that the statue was moved and set up in 
the Propylaea wlhen the nmonumental staircase was built in Roman times. The original 
base nmay -hav`e been discarded at that tilmie, and a fragment of it mnay have found its 
way down the north slope of the Akropolis. Pausanias' words (o KaXXtov E'r bao-tv 

seem to indicate that lhe did not see the inscription itself, but that the story was 
told him when he admired the statue. 

The statue of Aphrodite has been connected in previous publications with another 
base.33 But even without the evidence of the fragment under discussion this identifica- 
tion had to be abandoned. 

The letter forms of the inscription point to a date soon after the middle of the 
fifth century, and this date is well in keeping with the known activity of both the 
artist and the dedicator. The dedicator Kallias Tas, according to a suggestion of F. 
Studniczka,34 the famous son of Hipponikos from the deme Alopeke,35 and the occasion 
for the dedication was Kallias' successful conclusion of the peace with Persia in 
449 B.C." 

A NEW FRAGMENT OF THE POTEIDAJA EPIGRAM 

4. The marble base withl the epigram on the Athenians who fell at Poteidaia 
is now in the Elgin collection of the British Museum, but a small fragment containing 
the ends of the last three lines was recentlv discovered in the Agora Excavations. 
The place and date of discovery of the fragment in the British Museum cannot be 
determnined with certainty. While it wATas still in Athens, two drawings of this fragment 

30 See A.J.A., XLV, 1941, p. 90. 
31 See A.J.A., XLV, 1941, p. 70, nos. 10 and 12; ibid., XLVI, 1942, p. 247, note S. 
32 See 0. Broneer, liesperia, XI, 1942, p. 260, note 42. 
33I.G., J2, 607; see Hesperia, VIII, 1939, p. 156, no. 2. 
34 Kalamis, pp. 54-56 and 60. 
35For him and his family, see I.G., I12, 4680; Hesperia, V, 1936, p. 410; ibid., VII, 1938, 

p. 52; ibid., X, 1941, p. 27; K. Freeman, Greece and Rome, VIII, 1938, pp. 22 fif. 
36See H. T. Wade-Gery, H.S.C.P., Suppl. vol. I, pp. 121-156; W. B. Dinsmoor, Hesperia, 

Suppl. V, pp. 156-159; cf. S. Dow, Cl. Phil., XXXVII, 1942, p. 384. 
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were made by L. F. S. Fativel, and these drawings were later in the possession of 
U. K6hler wTho made them available to A. Boeckh (C.I.G, I, p. 906, note on no. 170; 
see p. 868). The drawings have since disappeared, but it is possible that some notes 
and even the original sketch are still among Fauvel's papers in Paris.37 Fauv-el himn- 
self nmay hlave found the stone in March, 1797, wAhen he was investigating the ancient 
remnains on the road leading from the Kerameikos towards the Academy of Plato.38 
The stone wrNas damaged between- the time when Fauvel m1ade the drawings of it in 
Athens and when the inscription was first examined by E. Q. Visconti in London.39 
Not only was a snmall fragment of the inscribed sturface split off (the letters of this 
fragment are underlined in I.G., F2, 945). btit the rectangular base was reduced in 
thickness to ca. 0.165 m. in order to nmake it less heavy.40 The top and bottom surfaces 
of the stone are still preserved,. and this induced Oliver (see note 40) to doubt Boeckh's 
description of Fauvel's drawing. Boeckh reported that there was a relief above the 
inscription, and this seemed to Oliver to be at variance both with the fact that the 
original top of the base is still preserved, and wvith the correct observation that the 
now preserved part of the base never carried anything on its top.41 But Fauvel proba- 
bly examined the stone when its back was not yet sawn off, and Oliver himself con- 
jectured that the preserved fragment was once part of a rectangular base that carried 
on its top a stele with the names of those who were honored by the epigram.42 The 
suggestion may therefore be made that the relief was carved on the lower part of this 
stele; and this part of the stele together with the nmajor part of the base may have been 
sawn off before the inscription was shipped to England. But the inscribed face of 
the base wATas already damaged when Fauvel examined the stone. According to his 
drawing (C.f.G., I, p. 906, note on no. 170), the inscription was in almost the same 
condition as it is now: a thin sliver of marble was split off the tol) containing most 
of lines 1-4; in addition to that, the whole right part of the base, about one third, was 
broken off. The small fragmnent found in the Agora Excavations contains the lower 
part of this lost portion. It joins the piece in the Britishi Museum on the left side, and 
it contains part of the original right lateral face of the base. 

?7See P. I. Legrand, Rev. arch., XXXI, 1897, p. 99; C. G. Lowe, Hesperia, V, 1936, p. 206, 
note 3; comlipare H. T. Wade-Gery, J.f.S., LIII, 1933, p. 78, note 24. 

38 See P. E. Legrand, Rev. arch., XXX, 1897, p. 188, note 3. The stone was found in this 
general neighbourhood, in camupis Acaderniae extra viarn- sacraml, quae Athenis Eleusina ducit; 
see H. J. Rose, Iascr. G(aec. vet., p. 372. E. Q. Visconti reports (Elgin Marbles, p. 183, note 3): 

The inscription which we are examining was found in the plain of the Acadcemia." 
'9 It was Visconti who first l)lublished the itnscription (Elgiai Marbles, pp. 177-205 ; compar-e 

A. H. Smith, J.H.S., XXXVI, 1916, p. 318), and not F. Tlhiersch, as Boeckh declared. (C.I.G., 
I, n-o. 170; repeated in- I.&., 1, 4-42, and B.l.I., no. 37) ; see H. J. Rose, Ilnscr. Graec. vet., pp. 
370-387. 

40 This was (lone b.y the use of a saw; see J. H. Oliver, Hesperia, V, 1936, p. 234; W. B. 
Dinsmoor, H-Jesperlia, Supplement V, p. 19, note 54. 

41 For a discussion of the relief, see A. Bruckner, Ath. Mitt., XXXV, 1910, pp. 228-229. 
2 Comiipare also A.J.A., XLIV, 1940, pp. 56-58. 
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The fragment (In'. No. I 2277) was found on January 2, 1935, in Section II. 
The filing card of the excavations indicates that possibly the bottom and the right 
side are preserved; this is now confirmed by the combination of the Agora fragment 
with the monument in the British Museum. 

Height, 0.107 in.; width. 0.44 m.; thickness, 0.14 m. 

432 B.C. 

'E,u Hor [ EtSaat 'AOEva,ov hod8e aciwet'avov]. 
'A6avarT4,u /E Oa[vo---] 

o-epuaivEv aper [Ev ---] 
Kat rpoyovOT OEVEO4---] 

5 VL'KEV evXEp opu Fve' P' 4Xaf8ou b [4evo]. 
AsEp uE\,u cfrrvXa\s vITE8eXo-aro o46[ara 8E\ xo\v] 
Tov&S lloret8aiag 8' a,ip\ fvXag EX [106v] 
ExOpOv 8' o' pE\v E'xoo-& rao ,4Epoq ho [&8e 4vy6vre] 

TELXos rtoTroTaTEv hEX7ft8' sOEvro [,f3o]. 
10 'Av8pas puEv in0Xv h4E'8E 7T06L Kal 8bE[/.o 'EpeX0o8] 

TpocrOE HornEt8a'aq hoi Oavov 4u' iip[o],uaXotg 
-raZ8& 'AOevatov dxrvX\s 'v-LTppo [ r] a O'EVTE 
e [X A] acxo-avT apETEv Kat TraT [ pifS] EVKX [ E'] ioav. 

The addition of the new fragment necessitates no change in the restorations of 
the last three lines as suggested by Visconti and Thiersch.43 The only change that 

must be recorded concerns line 5. The 
restorations previously suggested for 
this line were based partly on Fauvel's 
drawing and partly on a reading made 
by E. L. Hicks (B.M.I., no. 37). The 
correct restoration was made by E. 
Powell (Cl. Rev., XXI, 1907, pp. 61- 
62), and has now been confirmed by 
B. D. Meritt who was able to see 
traces of the first two letters of 
kO rlEVOL] . 

43 The various restorations suggested for lines 2-4 are too uncertain to be mentioned here; 
compare W. Peek, H.S.C.P., .Suppl. Vol. I, p. 100, note 1. 

44 H. T. Wade-Gery declared (J.H.S., LIII, 1933, p. 78, note 24) that Powell's restoration 
"would perhaps require EXaa/oA,. which it cannot have." But Fauvel's drawing was transcribed by 
Boeckh as EIABOIA. , and it may well be that Fauvel saw only the first slanting stroke of the mu 
(or the first vertical stroke of the nu) and recorded an empty space after this stroke. The im- 
mediately following letter phi is still clearly visible on the stone, and this letter was correctly 
recorded by Fauvel. 

No. 4. New Fragment of J.G., PI, 945 
(Photograph froin Squeeze) 
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The addition of the Agora fragment makes it possible to determine the original 
length of the block; it was ca. 1.34 mn. The epigram was syrnmetrically placed on the 
stone, and the uninscribed space of 0.18 m. on the left side was balanced by a similarly 
wide uninscribed space on the right side. The same was true for the heading. This 
was engraved in larger letters and began 0.125 m. from the left edge of the base. 
If it ended at about the same distance from the right edge, its length was ca. 1.09 m. 
The distance between each two of the five preserved letters is ca. 0.03 m., and this 
spacing would require a heading of approximately 36 letters. The restoration sug- 
gested by Hicks and IHJill (Greek Hist. Inscr.2, no. 54) cotmprises only 25 letters, and 
the new restoration suggested above was made with reference to I.G., I2, 943, lines 
1-3 and 49-51. 

EL~ 
2 O> / S S . ........... ....... 5; r j--5^ ., S,, - ;*r rS 5 .) ...................... . . .,..|... 

S 
E 

A-~. R vr, .......... , 

E~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .... ......i-; 
A IA E e!#iSf 

E m r P :eAX oIE 
I PP o 0-' E S-JT ES 

Position of New Fragment of I.G., I2, 945 

A peculiar feature of the fragment in the British Museum is the anathyrosis 
on the left lateral face; it is uncertain whether the right lateral face was similarly 
treated. Oliver has already drawn the conclusion (see note 40) that the base was not 
free standing, but wTas set next to another monument. This may encourage some 
speculation as to the original appearance of the 8uo0-cov oa-fa to which the Poteidaia 
monument certainly belonged. Recent excavations in the public cemetery of Athens 
have shown that some of the public graves were erected in one continuous row.45 
The capping stones of the tomb constructions were at the same time the bases for the 
stelai which carried the name lists. The funeral epigrams were quite frequently in- 
scribed on these bases, and this explains why some of the epigrams extended over two 
or even three slabs, although they could easily have been inscribed on only one of 
them.46 The Poteidaia monument probably consisted of only one stele on which the 

45 See K. Gebauer, Arch. Anz., 1938, cols. 612-616, and Beilage 4. 
46 A chronological list of the preserved epigrams which were engraved on the bases of stelai 

include: 1) Hesperia, INV, 1935, no. 15 (see A.J.A., XLIV, 1940, pp. 58-59). 2)- A.J.A., XLIV, 
1940, pp. 56-58. 3) I.G., 12, 1034 (see Hesperia, V, 1936, p. 226). 4) Ath. Mitt., LVII, 1932, 
pp. 142-146. 5) I.G., 112, 5220. 6) f1.G., 12, 946. 7) I.G., 112, 5226. 
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150 naines could easily have been engraved (see I.G., I?, 929). Since it was hardly 
possible to bury 150 bodies in a tonmb the front length of which was ca. 1.34 m., it may 

[.G., 12, 945, Left Side Face 

be assumed that the tomib was a cenotaph or that it contained only the urns with the 
ashes of the 150 mien who fell a-t Poteidaia. 
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THE FIRST ATHENIAN CASUALTY LTST OF THE 
PELOPONNESIAN WAR 

5. When J. J. E. Hondius published, in 1921, the small fragment of an Attic 
funeral list, he remarked hopefully: speramus fore ut solum atticumn. alias benignitis 
sit.4" His wish has come true, and two more fragments can now be added. The old 
fragment has received great attention considering its small size. Hondius had restored 
line 3 as [Etv w] oTEL assumning that the list belongs to the year of Perikles' expedition 
to that city; compare F. Miltner, R.E., s. v. Perikles, cols. 774-775. A. Wilhelm pro- 
posed as alternative restoration of this line [Ev 'AX] 0TEt assuming that the list belongs 
to the yTear 431. B.C. when the Atheni-ans fought and won a small engagement at Alope 
in Lokris.8 This restoration implies that the fragment belongs to the funeral monu- 
ment set up at the end of the first year of the Peloponnesian war, when Perikles 
delivered his fanmous ftuneral oration.49 If this interpretation should prove to be 
correct, it wiTould explain the extremely beautiful lettering of the inscription and the 
almost uniqule size of the letters which are much larger than those of most other 
funeral lists of that period.50 The size of the letters may be explained by the fact that 
tlhe Athenians stiffered only a few casualties during the first year of the War.51 

There is still an.other ftneral monument that has been assigned by some scholars 
to the year 431 B.C. This is the epigram Anth. Pal., VII, 254 a fragment of which 
has been found in Athens and recognized by A. Wilhelm.5" Wilhelm himself attributed 
this epigram to the year 457 B.C. and to the monument of the Athenian cavalry who 
fell at 'TIanagra.53 A. von Domaszewski. however, rightly pointed out that the letter 
fornms of the inscription do not favor this early date, and he stiggested that the frag- 
merit nmay rather belong to the monument of the Athenian cavalry who fell in the 
first year of the Peloponnesian war.54 It may now be questioned whether this epigram 
stood on a monument that contained only the casualties among the cavalry or whether 
it did not rather belong to the funeral montument of all the Athenians who fell in that 
first year of the War. The reference to the excellence in horsenmanship seems to refer 

Mnenimosvne, XLIX, 1921, pp. 202-204, no. 2; now republished as I.G., 12, 944. 
48 S.E.G., III, no. 52. Comipare Thucvdides, II, 26; G. Busolt, Griech. Geschichte, III, p. 935, 

note 3. 
T'hucydides, II, 34; see Busolt, op. cit., pp. 938-939; L. Pearson, Cl. Phil., XXXI, 1936, 

pp. 46-47. 
50 H. T. Wale-Gery, who incidentally accepted Hondius' restoration, declared (B.S.A., XXXIII, 

1935, p. 127, note 1) " the letters are so magnificent that a squeeze of it should 'be in every squeeze 
library.' 

51 See F. A. Adcock, .C.A.H., V, p. 199. 
52 It is now published as I.G., 12, 946; see F. Hiller von Gartringen, Hist. Griech. Epigrammte, 

p. 19, no. 47. 
53 He was followed bv HI. T. Wade-Gery, J.H.S., LIII, 1933, pp. 78-79, and, more recently, 

by A. Cameron, H.T.R., XXXIII, 1940, p. 102, note 13. 
5 He was followed by C. M. Bowra, Cl. Qu., XXXII, 1938, p. 85. For the occurrence of 

four-bar sigma in Attic public documents from the middle of the fifth century, see note 29 above. 
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only to the cavalry action, but the decisive event of that year was the protection of the 
Attic plain from the invasion of the enemy. The small force of Athenian cavalrymen, 
supported by their Tlhessalian allies, gave a good account of themselves.55 If the 
epigram is understood as referring to all the casualties, the phrase 7rAXEoro&F 'EXXavwv 
avrta /apva/evo becomes muich more significant, for in the course of that year small 
engagements were fought in various distant localities, involving almost all sections 
of the enenmy canp.56 It may be suggested, therefore, that both the epigram and the 
fragment of the casualtv list belong to one and the sanme monument, and that this 
monument honored the casualties of the first year of the Peloponnesian war, who 
were praised also by the funeral oration of Perikles. 

The two new fragments of the casualty list add only a little to our knowvledge 
of the monument. Fragnment A was found on January 9, 1936, in Section T, and 
Fragment B, which joins Fragment A at the bottom, was found on March 20, 1936, 
in the same Section. They are of Pentelic marble and have preserved the back and 
the left lateral face. Along the left edge of the inscribed face is a sunken border, 
0.022 m. wide. 

Height (Fragments A and B), 0.41 m. 
Width, 0.112 m. 
Thickness, 0.235 m.-0.24 m. 
Height of letters, 0.016 m. 
Inv. No. I 3181. 

AL- --] 
'Ay[---] 
A<rI---] 
0EO[---] 

5 OeEa[---] 

'AvT ---] 

Xa[---] 
Va[---] 

V V 

V V 

'E[v ---] 
10 '1o4-[--] 

'E[vL---] 

'Ev 

v[-- 

No. 5. New Frag- 
mient of I.G., I2, 944 
(Photograph from. Squeeze) 

55 See Thucydides, II, 22; compare Busolt, op. cit., p. 930. 
56 In addition to the defensive action in the Attic plain, the Athenians sent a fleet around the 
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Lines 9, 12, and, possiblv, 14 are set back by one space, indicating that they are 
captions containing the locality where the fighting took place. This arrangement is 
different from that on the old fragment (I.G., 12, 944) the text of wThich miay here 
be reproduced. 

I ...7..... I o ] 

['Ev 'AX] O0TEl 

[ Aop ] OOEOs 

5 [Xo] i'vo 

AELvL'cag 
NoE,uov 

,VP "r - - - I.G., J2, 944 
(Photograph from Squeeze) 

Of the two captions preserved on this fragment, line 3 is in line with the name 
list, while line 5 is set off by one space. According to the old restoration of line 3 
( ['Ev ltv] O'ret), this line, too, would have been set off by one space. No explanation 
can be offered for this apparent difference between the two fragments of the same 
name list. They agree completely in the size and shape of the letters, so that there 
can be no doubt as to their connection.57 

A few wTords may be added concerning the physical features of this monument. 
The thickness of the stele (0.24 m.) indicates that it must have been an impressive 
monument. It probably was not a free-staniding stele, but it may have been set up 
within a frame. This is shown by the preserved left lateral face which has anathyrosis, 
and by the sunken band along the left edge of the front face.58 In this way, the monu- 
mental character of the grave stele wvotuld have been increased. 

Peloponnesos, they attacked the territory of Megara, and they sent an expedition towards Lokris; 
at the same time the struggle in the Chalkidike and the siege of Poteidaia continued. See Busolt, 
op. cit., p. 938. 

57 The letter forms of the old fragment have been compared by Wade-Gery (see note 50) with 
those on several other fragments which are dated in the thirties of the fifth century. Among the 
inscriptions which are " very much less close, but (which) use perhaps the same chisels " is one 
(I.G., I2, 96) which is apparently engraved by the same hand as the funeral list under discussion. 
Especially the letters of the heading, which is written in larger letters, agree in every detail with 
those of the fuineral list; see the illustration in J. N. Svoronos, Das Athener Nationalmuseum, III, 
plate 207, no. 1. This document, however, is dated in the year 416 B.C., and would thus be fifteen 
years later than the casualty list. The decree published as I.G., I2, 149 is also by the same hand; 
see the new restoration made by A. Wilhelm, Sitzungsber. Ak. Wien, 217, Abh. 5, 1939, pp. 80-83, 
no. 34. The restoration of line 3 as [E]vi5Cu4[os XpE] seems now confirmed, since I.G., I2, 96 was 
also passed in the archonship of Euphemos. 

58 This interpretation was given by A. Brueckner for the fragments now published as L.G., 
I2, 942, 958, and 965, the lateral faces of which are dressed in a similar fashion; see Ath. Mitt., 
XXXV, 1910, pp. 215-216. Brueckner referred, as a comparison, to the metopes on Greek temples. 
Similarly, the Hellenistic decree published by W. K. Pritchett and B. D. Meritt (Chrontology of 
Helle-nistic Athens, p. 112) nmay have been set up within a monumental frame. 
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THE ATHENIAN PROPERTY ON EUJBOIA 

6. The inscription I.G.. 12, 376 was first published by A. Kirchhoff (I.G., I, 
suppl. p. 36, no. 279 a) wvhose restorations were accepted by F. Hiller von Gartringen.59 
The discovery of another fragment of the same inscription gives added interest to 
the document and helps considerably in its understanding. 

Fragmnent A: I.G., 12, 376. 

Fragmnent B: Found on April 21, 1936, in Section T. Left side and back are 
preserved. T o the left of the inscription is an uninscribed space, ca. 0.04 in. wide. 

Heigyht, 0.27 m. 
Width, 0.09 M. 
Thickness, 0.10 rn. 
Height of letters, ca. 0.008 m. 

Inv. No. I 4068. 

Fragment A 
ca. 424/3 B.C. 

[-6] E 0 [I]. 
[_ca.5 ]S' TEILLEVE. 

['Ev XaXKil &C -apa ro' rE 'A6EAva'a3 7rpoo [roov (?) c 

[,,4~, iu'hrr] $Or III -yv'at bo -tX' r7rX'Opa [a- 2-] 

5 [. .F5' ]EDolPAAA A. vacat 
['Ev 'EOr] rIiat 'Opoiwtam Havaltwi[ca-23] 

[,4,.] *1Xa'at 00otE' A A YEi'T [o ?a9tj 

L.4. .]pOl. vacat 
['Ev 'EpE] rpiat Ai-yaX [ E" .] E 

Fragmnent B 

10 'EV 11[oCEo(?) - - -] 

yE-v Xao[KC --- 

EXato [v - - - 

YEiTO [- V--- 

59 F. Geyer miientionecl the inscription in h-is account of Orobiai (Topographie und Geschichte 
der Insel Euboia, p. 95), and WV. Bannier suggested a new reading and restoration of the last line 
(Bel. ph. Woch., XXXVI, 1916, col. 1072) ; bunt his suggesticn was ignored in the Editio Minor. 
MIore recently U. Kahrstedt referred to the inscription, taking it as evidence for the existence of 
sacred land of Athena both in Eretria and Hestiaia (Gott. Nachrichteit, 1931, p. 163; Staatsgebiet 
und Staatsangehorige, p. 32); compare G. Busolt and H. Swoboda, Griech. Staatskunde, p. 1268, 
note 5. 
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'Ev 'Epe [ITpat---] 

15 yETro [v---] 

EXat8[---] 

xopwo 
X?POP? [--1 

rapa 4---] 

20 yEi/o[v---] 

'Ev 'Av8 ---- 

'Ev XaX[Kt'&---] 

vAE0[pat 
vacat 
vacat 

295 E,u II [ oart&ot-] 

?TP.[- - -1 

The restoration of Fragment A differs from that given by Kirchhoff since it is 
based on the assumption that the first line [e]Eo [i] was evenly spaced across tlle width 
of the stele, and that the first letter of this line was engraved above the first letters 
of the lines of the main inscription. The distance between the preserved letters of the 
first line is 0.145 m.60 which corresponds approximately to the space occupied by 

sixteen letters of the main document. 
The restoration of line 3 contains fif- 
teen letters in front of the word rEs 
the first letter of which (tau) stands 
exactly below the epsilon of [3]Eo[i]. 
The restoration is confirmed by the 
observation that lines 3, 6, and 9, all 
beginning with new items (as shown 
by the uninscribed space at the end of 
lines 5 and 8), can be restored so as 
to begin at the same point. The cor- 

rectness of this arrangement is further proved by lines 10, 11, 14, 21, 22, 25, which 
all begin with the preposition Ev followed by a place name. The total width of the 
stele can be comuputed from the distance between the letters of the first line (3 times 
0.145 m.) and fronm the uninscribed space in front of the inscription on Fragment B, 
assuming that there was an equally wide uninscribed space to the right of the in- 
scription (2 times 0.04 m.). The total width of the stele would have been, accordingly. 
ca. 0.50 m., and this width agrees very well with the preserved thickness (ca. 0.10 ni.), 
judging fronm the normal proportion betwT een thickness and width as 1: 4.61 

60 All measurements hadl to be taken fromn a squeeze. 
61 See S. Dow, Cl. Phil., XXXVII, 1942, p. 324. 

I.G., 12, 376 
(Photograph from Squeeze) 
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'This restoration of the width of the stele is at variance with the restoration sug- 
gested by Kirchhoff for line 2. It is apparent that this line was engraved later than 
both lines 1 and 3, for it is squeezed in between these two lines, and the first epsilon 
of rqEUEVE is irregularly spaced because of the epsilon of [L EO [ L] which partly extends 
into the second line. The preserved seven letters of the second line occupy a space 

(on the sqcueeze) of 0.13 in.. and Kirchh-off's restoration of this line 
with its twenty-two letters would have occupied a space of not less 
than 0.40 m. This would give the whole stele a total width of about 
0.80 m., since the last but one letter of the second line (nu) stands 
about in the middle between the letters epsilon and omikron of 
[6]Eo [t], thus in the mliddle of the stele. This width of 0.80 m., how- 
ever, is incompatible with the preserved thickness of the stone (ca. 
0.10 In.), because it wvotuld give a ratio between the thickness and 
the width as of one to eight. This width is incomnpatible, moreover, 
with the spacing of the first line, because it xvould niean that the first 
and last letters of this line were each ca. 0.18 m. distant from the left 
and right edges of the stele respectively; but the preserved distance 
between the second and third letters of this line is only 0.145 m. 
Finally, the restoration of lines 3, 6, and 9, as suggested here, seems 
to be confirmed by the preserved beginnings of lines 10, 11, 14, 21, 
22, 25, while at the same time no equally convincing restoration can 
be found for the document as reconstructed by Kirchhoff. 

Line 2: No satisfactory restoration can be suggested for this 
line. The uninscribed space in front of the first preserved letter, 
sigma, seems to indicate that this letter was preceded by an omikron. 

Lines 3-5: The first of the sacred areas to be leased was located in Chalkis, near 
the sanctuarv of Athena. It may have been the same temenos which is known from 
a boundary stone and from Aelian's account.62 The name which is only partly pre- 
served in line 4 is probably that of the tenant's father. Since no demotic is added. 
the tenant may have been a native Chalkidian or an Athenian metic; but the demotic 
could have been inserted between the namne and the father's name. 'the temenos con- 
sisted of three acres (yv'a) of uncultivated land which measured nmore than 10,000 
square feet (AE'Opa). The beginning of line 5 cannot be restored satisfactorily. the 
final numeral, 90 drachmas, is probably the amount of rent for one year. The lease 
itself was signed for ten years.63 

62 See I.G., XII, 9, no. 934; compare I.G., XII, Suppl. (1939), p. 195, no. 934. Aelian, Varia 
Historia, VI, 1: 'Af9rvaot KpaT V/aVTEg XaAKt8E'OV KaTEKXV/poVXr/oav aVTWV T/V TyVV ES 8taXLAt'ov KXV/povg, 

T I/V J7r7r0TOV KaXOV1i'V?7V xwpav, TE/JEVVE Sc cwr,Kav Ty 'AOV/vJ 'V Tb) AV\\AaVTr OVO/ALCLOU'VW TO7rp, TT/V 8f 

Xot7r-qv FUUG(Owuall KaTa T(iS 7TV/XaS TaS 7rpos Tr/ 3autAULEP) UTOJ 1ETT,Kvtas at7Trep OVV Ta TOM U0TG6W0E(OV Fvro- 

$VV/LaTa EtXov. For the lease of sacred grouind, see K. Latte, R.E., s. v. Temenos, cols. 436-437. 
63 See Aristotle, 'AO. Hlo., 47, 4: Ert4E'pEt SE Kact o 3aUla'Acts Tas /LU7GWfYEL TWV TIEU(vV avayp aa 

No. 6. New 
Fragment of 
I.G., J2, 376 

(Photograph froma Squeeze) 
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Lines 6-8: The second item concerns a temenos located in Hestiaia, in the village 
of Orobiai.64 It is obviotus that the letters Hlavatu7 [--- - do not belong to the name 
of an Eretrian deme, as formerly suggested, because the locality in question is situated 
in the territory of Hestiaia and not of Eretria. These letters belong rather to the name 
of the tenant, and it may be suggested that Panaitios is identical with the man of the 
same nanme whose property was confiscated in 414/3 B.c.65 The nieaning of line 7 
is not quite clear since the relation betwveen EXatat and 40t0XE' is not apparent from the 
context. The word yELT [oV] introduces a phrase which defined the exact location of 
the property in question. The numeral in line 7, twenty drachmas, is probably the 
amnount paid as rent by Panaitios. This amount is less than a fourth of that paid as 
rent for the temnenos described in line 3. The reference to olive groves in lines 7, 12, 
and 16 provides additional evidence for the character of the land confiscated by the 
Athenians.66 

Line 9: The new reading suggested for this line makes it possible to restore it 
in accordance with lines 3 and 6. Thus the third itenm to be listed was a temenos 
located in Eretria, in the deme Aigale or Aicraleai.67 

Line 10: This line as well as line 24 began with a place name the first letter of 
which was probably a pi since the preposition E' was rendered as Ell. The names of 
two of the better-known cities in Euboia begin with the letter pi: Posideion and 
Porthmos.68 The restoration of either name is possible, but we have no evidence for 
the existence of Porthmos in the fifth century B.C. 

Ev ypauaTE1[OV3 XE1k]E V[]K(iEVOtS. o-i-,t 'E Kal,'' Tov'Twv Dj /LEV ot-w0ut E14 ;T- SEKa. Compare I.G., I2, 
377, line 21. 

64 See J. Schmidt, R.E., s. v. Orobiai. 
65 I.G., 12, 326, line 11; see Hesperia, VIII, 1939, p. 72, no. 23, line 14. Among the many 

still unpublished fragments of this document there is one (I 236 f ) which contains a list of agri- 
cultural products under the heading gv 'EpErptat. Two other fragments of the same inscription 
(I 236 g and s) contain references to the property of Oionias, son of Oionochares, from Atene, 
which was located EX AEaXvro[t 7rEStot]; for Oionias, see R.E., s. v. Oionias. 

66 See Herakleides as quoted by F. Geyer, op. cit., p. 33, note 2: 'H 8E x'pa 7raoa avmwv 
EXat4o'fvros; comnpare also p. 16, note 5. This reference should be added to those given by A. S. 
Pease, R.E., s. v. clbaum, col. 2002, lines 36-46. 

67 For this deme, see F. Gever, op. cit., p. 73, no. 1; I.G., XII, 9, p. 164, lines 99-101. It does 
not seem necessary to identify the island AlykaXa which belonged, according to Herodotos (VI, 107), 
to Styra with the Eretrian deme Aigale; see Geyer, op. cit., p. 109; H. Diels, Sitzungsber. Ak. 
Berlin, 1908, p. 1042, note on line 3; Creutzburg, R.E., s. v. Stvra, col. 455, lines 26-27; B. D. 
Meritt, IH. T. Wade-Gery, andA M. F. McGregor, The Athenian Tribute Lists, I, p. 551, s. v. 

T-vpiYj. Herodotos does refer, however, to this Eretrian deme in one of the preceding paragraphs 
(VI, 101 ): ot SE lEpoat 7rE`oVTEg KaTEo-XOV Ta?S veag T3 'pETPrp K XW 'pq KaTa Tauv'vas Kat XotpE`a Kat 
AtytIEa. For Tauv'vas the codices give TEEVO0; see Fiehn, R.E., s. v. Tamynai. The name of XotpE'at 
is preserved in the demotic Xotpi,OEv (I.G., XII, 9, no. 222, line 1), and in Aty(tEa may be recognized 
the name of the Eretrian deme the demnotic of which occurs as AlyaXrOEv (I.G., XII, 9, no. 243, 
lines 8-9). The text of 'Herodotos is apparently corrupt in this place, and the name of the deme 
cannot be restored with certainty; the demotic was certainly AtyaX?30Ev. 

68 For Posideion, see F. Geyer, op. cit., p. 88, note 2; B. D. Meritt, H. T. Wade-Gery, and 
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Line 21: This line begins with Ev followed by a place name the first three letters 
of which are 'Av8[---]. No Euboian city of this nanme is known. and it may be 
tenmpting to assume that the temenos located Ev 'Av[-- -] was on the island of 
Andros. On this island an -Attic colony was established either in 450/49 B.C. or some 
years later, and it is conceivable that there was sacred property of Athena on the 
island.69 This, however, would be the only indication that the document contained a 
record of sacred areas which were located in places other than on Euboia, and the 
restoration should therefore be considered as hypothetical. 

The inscription contains a record of the lease of sacred property on Euboia.70 
The date of the docutnent cannot be determined with certainty. It must be later than 
the conquest of Euboia which followed the revolt in 446 B.C., and it must be, earlier 
than 411/10 B.C. when Euboia again revolted. from Athens. The letter forms of the 
inscription do not favor a date in or shortly after 446 B.C., but they seem to belong 
rather to the period around 4-20 B.C. Very little is known of the relations between 
Euboia and Athens in the period between the two revolts."' A passage in Demosthenes 
may be of some signiFtcance (XX, 115; see also Plutarch, Aristeides, 27): o&rt Avo-- 

/UaXPO &OpEC&, E1vt T60JV TO'TE XPr EKCLOI JE E) Evv,oa irX'6pa yr 1TEbVTEVEVT)s 

e~OcTcLV E KatoJ of XqArs, ETC ap_fyvptov /Jkva3 EKaToV, Kat TErTapaS Tr)- . p 

Kat T-oPvTwv +n'6to-p E3o-' 'AXK/8tao8V, E`V) & TavTa yEypaT-at. If this event should be dated 
shortly after the death of Aristeides, it must be assumed that it was Alkibiades the 
elder who honored the son of his friend Aristeides.72 In this case Lysimachos would 
have been one of the thouisand colonists who went with Tolmides to Euboia. This 
expedition is dated by Diodoros (XI, 88) in the year 453/2 B.C., but this date has 
not been accepted in recent years.3 It is quite possible, however, that the honors 
granted to Lysimachos were proposed by the younger Alkibiades, thus many years 
after the death of Aristeides.74 In that case, they may belong in the period when 
Alkibiades entered politics. According to the author of Andokides, IV, 11, Alkibiades 
lpYTOV EV 01W TEWcL viaS Wv opov ratS IO"XE(LV k a`pXq TaCat Tov vT" `AptoTEio0V 

M. F. McGregor, The Atheniati Trlibute Lists, I, pp. 541-542. For Porthimos, see I.G., XII, 9, 
p. 152, lines 50-58; J. 1-H. Young, Hesperia, X, 1941, p. 166. 

69 See H. Nesselhauf, Untersiuchunlge',Il 2iur Geschichte der Delisch-attischlen Svmnicwchie, p. 130; 
Graf Stauffenberg, R.E., s. v. Tolimjides, col. 1682, lines 55-68. 

70 For general informiation concerning the Athenian property on this island, see U. Kahrstedt, 
Gott. Nachrichten, 1931, pp. 161-168; H. Nesselhautf, op. cit., pp. 133-140;. U. Kahrstedt, Staats- 
gebiet, pp. 32-35; F. Hlampl, Kijo, XXXII, 1939, pp. 13-18; F. Hiller von Gartringen, I.G., XII, 
Suppl. (1939), pp. 204-205. 

71 See the testimonia in I.[., XII, 9, pp. 149-150. 
7 See J. Toepffer, R.E., s. v. Alkibiades, col. 1516, lines 5-13; compare T. L. Shear, Hesperia, 

VII, 1938, pp. 361-362; C. Roebtick, Hesperia, IX, 1940, pp. 247-248, no. 296. 
73 See A.J.P., LXI, 1940, pp. 478-479. 
74 See I.G., XII, 9, pp. 149-150 (initio helli Peloponn.); A. Jarde, Les Cereales, pp. 92 and 

121; Stalielin, R.E., s. v., l,vsimachos, no. 4; U. Kahrsteclt, Gott. Nachrichtecn, 1931, p. 164; 
Stactsgebiet, p. 33. 
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wavrv otatoara etayuevv, apeves et rorx EKarog avrog /.atra ao-Atov avrov V7TcLVTW &KaLo'TaTaL TETCLYI.LEVOV aLLpEOE'L" E3ITL TOVTh0 &KT8 v /LXUToT7- &ITXWTO 

EKarTovg T-wv a-vpcaXGV EITOL77OEV. This statement was interpreted by W. Kolbe as 
meaning that Alkibiades belonged to the TaKTat who were responsible for the assess- 
ment of 425 B.C.75 This interpretation is in accordance with the restoration of the 
Assessment decree as now proposed by B. D. Meritt and A. B. West.76 It may be 
assumed, therefore, that Alkibiades was in 425/4 B.C. the chairman of the board of 
the ten taktai who were to make the new tribtite assessment.77 Alkibiades may at this 
time have proposed to honor the son of Aristeides in order to show his personal esteem 
for the man wvho assessed the first tribtite more than fifty years earlier. 

It so happens that in exactly the sanme period (ca. 425 B.C.) the Athenians made 
an attack on Euboia. This event is recorded only in a scholion on Aristophanes' 
Wasps, line 718: ra VTEpt 1r7v Ev'i/otav Uvvarat Kat avra cvva8EtV TaLs &MaacKaXtatv. 

TEpVOt yap EIT apXovos JIo-apXov EoTpa-TEVoaV EIT av-r)qv, C <Aoxopos. According to 
this statement the expedition would have taken place in the year 424/3 B.C.,78 and it 
is possible that this military action ultimnately led to the Athenian defeat at Delion. 
It is also possible, however, that this attack on Euboia should be dated not in the year 
424/3 B.C. but rather in 426/5 B.C. In this year, too, the Athenians were fighting in 
Boiotia (Thucvdcides, III, 91, 3-6), and these events are dated by Diodoros in the 
archonship of Isarchos (XII, 65, 3-5).7 The reason for the attack on Euboia, if it is 
dated 424/3 B.C., miay have been unrest on the island in consequence of the increase 
of the tribute. If the action belongs, however, to the year preceding the assessment 
of 425 B.C., the suggestion may be made that the Athenians tried to increase their 
holding on Euboia in order to secure a sufficient food supply for Attika which was 
threatened by the yearly invasions fromn the enemy.80 This interpretation is indicated 
by the lines of Aristophanes (Wasps, lines 715-718) the scholion to which contains 
the reference to Philochoros quoted above. There the poet says: rnv, Ev',otav &oaotv 

VULV Kat OtTOv vctkrTavTat KaTa 1rTEVT7jKovTa E8t&LkOVV iro ptEuV. At that time (426/5 B.C.) 

a newT list of the sacred property may, have been drawn up, and the fragments under 
discussion may belong to this document. 

75 Sitzungsber. Ak. Berlin, 1930, pp. 352-354; compare, however, M. N. Tod, Greek Hist. 
Inscriptionts, pp. 162-163. 

76 7he Atheniati Assesslment of 425 B. C., pp. 88-90; compare S. Dow, T.A.P.A., LXXII, 
1941, pp. 82, note 16, and 84. 

See The Athenian Tribute Lists, I, Chapter V, A 9, lines 8-9: he 8? fl[oXA TaKTas exofAdX]70o 
[aLTIKa Ma'a -',a Jv-ipaq. Kolbe, however, who suggested that Alkibiades was one of the taktai, 
now assumes that the taktai were eight in number (Sitzungsber. Ak. Berlin, 1937, pp. 11-13), 
although Alkibiades was chosen 8EKaTOs avTo' (Andokides, IV, 11). 

78 See I.G., J2, p. 290, lines 68-75; compare I.G., XII, 9, p. 150, lines 20-29; F. Geyer, R.E., 
s. v. Euboia (Suppl. IV), col. 438, lines 31-37. 

79 Compare G. Busolt, Griech. Geschichte, III, p. 707, note 6. 
80 For the importance of Euboia as a supply base, see G. Busolt, op. cit., p. 1507, note 1; A. 

Jarde, Les Cereales, p. 194, note 1. 
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AN ELEUSINTAN INVENTORY FROM ATHENS 

7. The small fragment of an inventory, found in Eleusis, was first published 
by D. Philios and is here illustrated for the first time.8' J. J. E. Hondius published 

another fragment of an inventory which 
may well belong to the same stele or to a 
copy of the same inscription set up in 
Athens.89 

Wade-Gery reported (see note 81) 
that a third fragment of the same inscrip- 
tion is kept in the Museum of Eleusis, and 
he kindly supplied an illustration and the 
following notes. The fragment carries the 
inventory number 744 and has the top as 
well as the back preserved. Its thickness 
is 0.16 ni., its height (measured on the 
squeeze) ca. 0.39 m. The fragnment pub- 
lished by Hondius (see note 82) was ap- 

parently reused, and the new fragment too shows traces of a second use. According 
to the squeeze, a deep groove was cut parallel to the stoichoi of the inscription, and 
this groove has the width of eight letter spaces. Part of the original( ?) surface seems 
to be preserved to the right of the groove, but no traces are visible on the squeeze, and 
none have been observed on the original by Wade-Gery. It is possible that this part 
of the inscribed surface was worked over when the stone was reused. The first line 
of the inscription is ca. 0.03 m. distant from the top. 

YTOIX. 

[---1 KVOvvo'[OEv---] 

[--- EV]LOV TOKOL voLo7.arTo---] 

v--- V E', &'Keq r [ -] 
[--- o0]oa >3 1TVpO'O[EV---] 

5 [---]Trov XapErEtI[ov Xpquarov--- 

X--] ot Emrpa [ Eaav-- - 

[- -/\ i\ FF ? [21ava [Aopara - - 

8l 'E4S. 'ApX., 1888, plate opposite cols. 47-48, no. 44, cols. 53, no. 44, and 56; compare I.G., I, 
suppl., p. 173, no. 225 h; XW. Larfeld, Handbutch, II, p. 20; E. Cavaignac, Le tr'esor sacre d'Aleusis 
jtsqu'en 404, pp. 8, no. 5, and 23; I.G., F, 318; J. J. E. Hondius, Novae Ilnscr. Atticae, pp. 92 
and 94, notes 9-11; S.E.G., III, p. 10, no. 37 and note on no. 35; H. T. Wade-Gery, B.S.A., 
XXXIII, 1935, p. 135. 

82 Op. cit., pp. 91-107, no. 13, and plate 7. 

I.G., 2, 318 
(Photograph from Squeeze) 
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[---lC Fl_9 E rTOv'PE [roTv?- 
10 [ AAAIIIIIC[ 

[---]X Hat [---] 

15 ---1,vuKo[---] [---]X H H H [---] 
[---]f]H IO [A---] 

.15 [---P L]KO [-L-]-] 

[20oH[-] HAA[---] 
[- - - nzAi [ot - _ _ 

[-aqb I LKOJUIE [ vo--- 

20 [-H AA F II2 E --- 

The restorations of lines 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 18, 
and 19 were suggested by Wade-Gery. For the 
restoration of line 5, see line 7 of Hondius' 
fragment. 

The mention of Kythnos and Styra in lines 
1 and 4 is significant, since it is known that the 
Eleusinian sanctuary had sacred land on Kyth- 
nos.83 The same can now be deduced also for 
Styra. It may be merely a coincidence that both 
Kythnos and Styra were old settlements of the 
Dolopes, as Herodotos reports (VIII, 46). 

For the mention of 'PE [rov] (line 9), WVade- 
Gery refers to I.G., 12' 81 which is dated in 421/20 
B.C. It is also possible, however, that this phrase 
should be transcribed as Ebg rov pAv [rov - -] ; see 
note 86. 

The distinguishing feature comnmon to all 
three inscriptions is the peculiar punctuation 
nmark consisting of three shorter, vertical, and two 
longer, horizontal, strokes which form a rectangle 
with a dividing line in the middle. Some of the 
naragraphs begin with the word Grapa, and all of 
them end with a numeral. An inscribed fragment from the Agora shares these 
peculiarities with the three fragments from Eleusis and may therefore be part of a 
similar document. 

83 See I.G., J2, 313, line 147; compare E. Cavaignac, op. cit., p. 28; W. Sardemann, Eleusinische 
Ubergabeurkunden, pp. 27-28; U. Kahrstedt, Staatsgebiet untd Staalsanigeharige, p. 32. 

New Eleusis Fragment of I.G., '2, 318 
(Photograph front Squeeze) 
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No. 7. Copy of I.G., J2, 318 
(Photograph fromi Squeeze) 

Fragment of Pentelic nmarble, fouind 
on March 9, 1936, in Section P. The 
inscribed face, the left lateral side, and 
the back are preserved. 

Height, 0.135 m. 

Width, 0.29 m. 
Thickness, 0.133 in. 
Height of letters, 0.01-0.012 m. 
Inv. No. I 3749. 

ca. 424 B.C. 

YTOIX. 

1 u7ra [ pa, - - -1 

vXo 'EXevo- [Vio ---] 

ITEpaToSos IIEvreXELKO A[---] 

[. ]v oLV VOlV OKTro7TO8[o]&1[V --- 
5 H FIr F' - m apa htEpo7rot [ov 'EEvOrivt ---] 

X-vTreraL [ ovos Kai Xo-vvapX6vrov ---] 

Line 5 confirms Larfeld's restoration of I.G., I2. 318, lines 3-4 as irapa h[ epo- 
rol6v 'EXEvivl uzen denioticum]v Ka xovvapx !vrov _ Similarly, S.E.C., 
III, no. 35, lines 4-5 may now be restored as irapa h [lEpoTotOzv 'EXevaivL n-omoten. 
'A] XO'EKEOEv, although this phrase cannot have been followed here by the words Kai 

Xa-vvapXcvTo, since a delta is preserved after ['A]XO7TEKe'OEV.85 
The character of the document to which the four fragments belong is not quite 

clear. The paragraphs beginning with 7rapa contain accounts of payments made by 
the hieropoioi, by a prytany of the council, by the board of epistatai (?), and by 
several individuals. T'hese paynments were probably contributions made for the build- 
ing of the Eleusinian sanctuary. In addition to these items there are others some of 
which ap)parently refer to payments resulting from interests of loaned money, while 
one contains, as Hondius suggested, a reference to a sum of mioney which came from 
the tithe of the ransom of prisoners of war. Hondius assumed that this ransom was 
received by the Athenians on the occasion of their invasion of Megara in 424 B.C., 

and this identification wotuld provide an accturate date for the inventory.86 The first 
preserved item of HIondius' fragment (line 2) is of special significance because it 

84 Op. cit., p. 20; the restoration of the proper naame is, of course, pturely hypothetical. 
85 See Hondius, op. cit., pp. 94 and 101. 
86 Thucydides, IV, 69, 3: o' Ev TV Ntoata . . . elveq3v,uav TOLS 'AG-vatots p?jTOV ,tv &xaTorv apyvptov 

JaroXvf9ivat 07rAa rapaSovTa;. See W. Kolbe, Benl. phil. WVoch., XLVI, 1926, col. 1162. 
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contains a reference to the payment of more than 1,870 drachmas; whether or not 
this payment was made by the mystai mentioned in line 1 cannot be decided, but it 
seems probable. The following item (lines 2-3) has been restored by Hondius (op. cit., 
pp. 91 and 101) as [Tr0'XEa-v iTpo]rtiqEa1crov ?? ,38[oEiovl, but the restoration [VEp]rjUE- 
Fuarov is also possible; see I.G., 12, 363. line 26; 112, 1436, line 61. 

The only two itenms which do not seem to belong in a list of payments are con- 
tained in lines 3 and 4 of the new fragment. Mention is made here of one block of 
Pentelic marble which was four feet long and of two other blocks which were each 
eight feet long. These items may be compared with lines 6, 7, and 17 of Wade-Gerv's 
fragment and with the inventories published as I.G., 12, 313 and 314 in which (lines 
83 ff. and 92 ff.) various stones are mnentioned. 

Wade-Gery already observed that I.G., 12, 318, S.E.G., III, no. 35, and the 
fragment discovTered bv him may well belong to the same docunment if not to the same 
stele. The newv fragment whlich vas excavated in the Agora of Athens cannot belong 
to the same stele as the other three fragments. Its thickness is different from that 
of Wade-Gery's fragment, and the letter forms as well as the spacing of the lines are 
not exactly the same as those of the three fragments from Eleusis. It nmay therefore 
be assumned that the Agora fragment belongs to a copy of the Eleusinian inscription 
wlhich was set up in the Eleusinion in Athens. 

THE CASUALTY LIST OF THE SICILIAN EXPEDITION 

8. When B. D. Meritt published eight fragments of a funeral list which was 
engraved on at least three stelae he wras unable to study Fragment H (I.G., 12, 954).87 
In the nmeantinme, a plaster cast and a photograph of this fragment. which is now kept 
in Leningrad, have reached the Institute for Advanced Study, and' an examination 
of both show that Meritt's attribution was correct. No information concerning the 
thickness of the fragment is yet available. but one may judge from the photograph 
that only a few centimetres of the original thickness of ca. 0.15 m. are preserved. The 
width of the colutnn and the spacing, both vertical and horizontal, agree only in 
general with those of the other fragmients. The width of the first column of Fragment 
H 88 is 0.17 m. (measured on the plaster cast), while the width of the first column 
of Fragment E 89 is 0.19 m. (measured on the squeeze). In the vertical spacing, 

87 Hesperia, VII, 1938, pp. 82-91, no. 10; see J.H.S., LIX, 1939, p. 251, note 186. The 
fragments A, D, DE, G, and 14, previously published as LG., I2, 964, 957, and 954, had already 
been conmbined by A. Wilhelm (S.E.G., III, no. 53; see J.H.S., XLIX, 1929, p. 183, note 146). 
In Meritt's publication. the name of 'AvTrq[6v] should be inserted between lines 216 and 217 
(p. 89), and line 245 (p. 90) should be read as LAtolovogvEs. All references given here are to 
the lines of Meritt's publication. 

88 Measured from the centre of the first letter of line 258 (Opauv'SEpuog) to that of the first 
letter of line 281 (A.to'SoroTS). 

89 Measured from the centre of the first letter of line 178 (hXZ&vo3) to that of the first letter 
of liine 211 (hon7rwouaxoo). 



l - | l - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-- ---- 

HIespei-ia, VII, No. 10, Fragmient H (I.G., J2, 954) 
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Fragment H agrees with the average spacing of the other fragments (see Meritt, 
loc. cit., p. 85), btit the horizontal spacing is much narrower. Tren letters, measured 
on centres, occupy a horizontal space of 0.11-0.112 m. on Fragment H as compared 
with an average space of 0.12 m. on the other fragments (see Meritt, loc. cit., p. 85). 
This difference is significant because Frae;ment H agrees in this respect with one of 
the new fragmnents (I). 

Fragment I was fouin(d on October 7. 1938, in Section BB: it was immediately 
upon discovery recognized by the excavators as belonging to the monument which 
had just been ptublislhed by Meritt, and it was given the Inventory Number I 1008 c. 
The fragment is broken on all sides, but the back is preserved. The thickness is 
recorded as being 0.1-1-4 n., while the original thickness of the other fragments, as 
far as preserved, is 0.155 m. (see Meritt, loc. cit., p. 82). This difference may indicate 
that Fragnment I does not belong to the same stelae as Fragments A-G; it may belong 
to the samiie stone as Fragment H the back of which apparently is not preserved. 
Fragment I agrees in the vertical spacing of the lines with the other fragments, but 
the horizontal spacing of its letters is as narrowv as that of Fragment H (see above). 
It may be assuimed, therefore, that Fragment I belongs either with Fragment H to 
one stele or that it is part of a fourth stele of which no other fragment has been 
recovered so far. 

Fragment.I 

5 [Ev3 jpo[---] 

Xatptov 
'OX' rtxo [ S] 

'ErtYE'VE9 

EvPep'reg 
1 0 MEXE`aypog 

'EXU-EKEO-Tt 8Es9 

'Apt[ 8j] E/os9 

[-9-] llilrraXog 

L2---] 15LI btAtov 
---] XatpEavAX Ea 
[- -] eAss ~~At3X)ut'ag 

L- - llIv6/oyE'vES 

[~ -] ~e9 eviLoO/XVE9 

[---]g s20 ('op,utwrto0 
KXE'rov 
'4X ov 
[MvE] oTapXtL8E 

[ *. . * * ] Wt8Eg 
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Assuming that the width of the column to wr.hich lines 1-3 belong was the same 
as that of the first column of Fragment H, eight letters would have preceded the 
letters [---]eA of line 1. 

Me. sd_ . x ' 

No. 8. New Fragment (I) of Hesperia, VII, No. 10 

Several of the namies are rare or unique among, the known names of Athenians. 
For Heuretes (line 9), see I.G., 1 12, 1395. lines 8-9. Meleagros (line 10), Hesiodos 
(line 12) , and Aridemos (line 13) are not to be found elsewhere in Athens. Pittalos 
(line 14) miay now be attested for the third century B.c.530 Aichmias (line 17) and 

'OSee Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 243, no. 47, line 54; compare also Aristophanes, Acharnians, 
line 1032; Wasps, line 1432; Et. Magnum, p. 673 line 35. 
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Thymomenes (line 19) seem to be new in Athens, but their elements are known from 
other Attic names. Kleiton (line 21.) is attested only once; see I.G., 12, 7278. Any 
identification of the names is hazardous, but it may be pointed out that some of the 
names which do not souind Attic nay wvell belong to Plataeans who had received 
Athenian citizenship.9' 

Fragment J was found on December 3, 1934, in Section 0. The roughly picked 
top is preserved, but it is otherwise broken all around. 

Height, 0.19 m. 
Width, 0.109 m. 
Thickness, 0.075 m. 
Height of letters: line 1, 0.023 n.; line 2, 

0.01 1-0.014 n.; lines 3-10, 0.008 m. 
Inv. No. I 2149. 

[--E6--] - 

L---]8 o' 

[rL ] va 

r [,_16] 

[---]vacat 
10 L_f]og 

>-_lvacat 

At the time when Fragment J was unearthed, S. Dow observed that both the 
lettering and the spacing of the new fragment were the same as those of some of 
the inscriptions recording the sale of the confiscated property of the Hermokopidai.9' 
This observation applies in fact to all the fragments of the funeral list here under 
discussion. It readily appears from a study of the squeezes and photographs that 
some of the records of the poletai and the entire funeral list were engraved by the 
sanme hand. In addition to size, form, and spacing of the letters themselves, in all of 
which both monuments agree, the thickness of the stelai and the quality of the marble 
used in both are also comparable.93 If both monuments were engraved by the same 

9' See U. Kahrstedt, Staatsgelbiet utnd Staatsangehorige, p. 354, notes 4 and 5. 
92 See Hesperia, III, 1934, pp. 47-49, no. 35; VIII, 1939, pp. 69-76, no. 23. 
93 The thickness of the stelai with the name list varies between 0.144 and 0.155 m., that of 

the stelai recording the confiscated property between 0.13 and 0.15 ni.; see Hesperia, VIII, 1939, p. 72. 

No. 8. New Fragment (J) of 
Hesperia, VII, No. 10 
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stonecutter, this mnay have taken place at one and the same time. This assumption 
would provide a rather accurate date for the funeral list, since the sales records were 
engraved in or shortly after 414,/3 B.C."14 

The significance of Fragment J lies in the fact that it contains part of the top 
with remains of the general heading (line 1) which was inscribed in large letters 
across the top of all stelai. Moreover, below this heading, in somewhat smaller letters, 
there are preserved the last three letters of the name of a tribe (line 2). The spacing 
of the letters of this line (ca. 0.023 m.) is approximately twice that of the letters of 
the name list. The width o-f the columnns of the name list varies between 14 and 16 
letter spaces (see Meritt, Hesperia. Vii1, 1938, pp. 86-90), which would correspond 
to ca. 7 letter spaces of the wider spaced heading. The shortest tribal name would 
just fill this space, hbtt the last letter of the tribal nanme preserved on Fragment J 
stands in fifth or sixth place to judge from the uninscribed space preserved after 
lines 3-595 It is obvious, therefore, that even the shortest tribal name, if restored in 
line 2, could not have begun at the samie point as the first letters of the name list below 
it. If all the names of the tribes, as seems likely, were engraved at the head of colunmns, 
it is clear that each tribal name must have stood above at least two columns of names." 

Only Fragnment l- does not conform to the arrangement described above. There, 
in the last column of the whole monument (see Meritt, loc. cit., p. 85). a list of 
casualties belonging to all ten tribes seems to have been engraved in one column. The 
only preserved tribal name (line 277) is written with letters of the same size and 
spacing as the name list itself, and it mav be assumed that this last column contained 
the casualty list of some smaller engagernent.97 

The scheme of filling one or more colunmns of a name list with the casualties of 

94 See B. D. Meritt, A.J.A., XXXIV, 1930, p. 144; J. Hatzfeld; R.E.A., XLI, 1939, p. 313, 
note 8. 

95 There is an uninscribed space to the right of line 4 corresponding to six letter spaces of 
the name list. Assuming that the next column of names began imnmediately after this uninscribed 
space, the last letter of line 4 (sigma) would be the eighth, the ninth, or the tenth letter of the 
name to which it belongs. This is confirmed by the observation that the majority of the names 
have between eight and ten letters. The omikron of the tribal name (line 2) stands above the final 
letter of line 4 (sigma) which occupies, as mentioned above, eighth, ninth, or tenth place. The 
omikron of the tribal name therefore occupies either fourth or fifth place, if this name began 
exactly above the first letters of the nanme list. 

96 This has in fact already been suggested by A. Brueckner who observed (Athi. Mitt., XXXV, 
1910, pp. 214-215) that the free space at the bottom of the second column of Fragment A indicates 
that the first two columlins were filled with the namles of the casualties of the tribe Erechtheis. 

See IC., 12, 943, 949, 950, and, especially, Pausanias, I, 29, 11: pera 8K rovi' a7roOavovras 
Ev KoptvOp O77-T-4v 'E'r 7-oZu8c ,TVal & - ra v alar-v urWawvEt Ta cXcycZa, roZk p?v Ev Ev ota Ka't Xtz 7EAEvrTcTaL, 
TOVS 8? E't T-oZlS cuxa'roS rqs 'Ao-tav^ o7Etp0V 8ta6iap'qvaLLAOZX TO,-o 8? &V YLKEXt'a. A. von Domaszewski 
assumed that Pausanias refers here to a later restoration of the original monument (Sitzungsber. 
Ak. Heidelberg, VIII, 1917, Abh. 7, p. 4); see. however, I.., 1 2, p. 296, lines 21-22; F. Hiller von 
Gartringen, Hist. Griech. Epigramnme, p. 23, no. 55. 
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only one tribe, and of inscribing the nanme of this tribe at the head of the column or 
columns is alreadv known from two monuments (I.G., I2, 929 and II2, 5221). To 
these two certain examples may be added two more which are preserved, however, 
only in transcriptions made in the seventeenth century. J. Spon reported, following 
his publication of I.G., 12, 950, reperiuntur ibidem alia duo fragmenta Pandionidis 
et Leontidis, in quibus nuda leguntur tribulium nomina eodem modo 6pOoypa0oVlLEva, 
verbi gratia: KALLIXIENO0, f1lI7OAAMAI, HIEPONTMOI, XIENONDLOI, 
EPXIIMENEI, HTHELEIOI, AION, ANTIDON. X1ENOKLEV.98 A. Boeckh observed 
that all of these names, except those of Dion and Xenokles) occur in the casualty list 
of the tribe Erechtheis which is now published as I.G., I2, 929.9" He concluded: videtur 
igitur Sponius etiam hanc tabulam [I.G., 12, 9291 vidisse, sed quiod luto et quisquiliis 
obtecta esset, inititirn non conspexisse, indeqtie unum tantum et alterum nomen de- 
pronipsisse, Pandioniclis autem et Leontidis nomina ex altero fragmento petiisse una 
cum Dionis et Xenoclis nominibus. It so happens, however, that Sir George Wheler's 
notebook of Greek and Latin inscriptions, now kept in the British M\lIuseum, contains 
the text of the two fragnments mentioned by Spon. A photostat of this nmanuscript 
is available at the Institute for Advanced Study, and three of its pages are here 
reproduced with the kind permission of the authorities of the British MV[useum.100 

Fragment K 

nalv8tovti8o s 

XapLKXEs\ Ato4avEg KaXXtKparEs 

[. I AAKON 35 Oo0abVE9 65 MEX&o17Tos 

hayv6E9os :ri/3ov KaXXias 

5 [N] avoro-rpaTros Ttlovi8EA opoE0os9 

[A ] LOLE8E [Lj E'-o-rCtO HorcapKXE' 

['E]PXo-i6E0o3 llvpEs KXEorTpaTro L S] 
[A] tovv ---] 40 Ev'?pov 70 AAIIIKO, 

[L O ] vpKov 2To(LE TEXoKX 

10 [X] appi8E 'ApXE,/3Ia8Es "EuTE80o 

[E] V6WVKXEA MEViTE9 Ma'XEKO 

[ ZATOI EV'KTLEOV KXEo&TTpatOS 
45 8ai8ov 75 Ao-yXpovt48E 

13-33 21 lineae deletae sunt. 7lltroXEvO (E8ov 

17EcTEcSag [At] Kat'apXos 

98 AIJscellanea eruditae antiquitatis, 1685, p. 317. 
99 C.I.G., in the heading of no. 165. 
100 The number of the manuscript is P. 18800 Add. Ms. 35334. The first page carries the 

following note: "These inscriptions were observed and taken by Sr. Geo. Wheeler. This book 
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Px I OxlE01 OEY-TIOX K6LIIKT25 
AtKIMAXOXANAPCNOX Yo IrENHXOIlrENCY I _NI PYPE? M E A-AXDl= 
AYMtlln0ZPlAINOY NJ KH?lA1ETHAOKAEOYI - YPKON EYOPO' KALLIA ( .A2l AN TI rEN I TIM OZTfPA T0Y TY4AN HXAN TAEN0OI _APA1AEi ETOMEE AOPo0EO J 
XIONI1AHMOTPTOY A0YKPATH-lEY0YKPATOY 

A 

ETEANATOTAPMANTIAO AXtAS1ILYKALI0Y -YGYK1E. A PXIEBAAEI 
fOTAAOK 

OJ0 YA Il A !TEIPIE1I |ZATOX MENITE? KAEO -ATO 
xAlPEAlMEAAHYirrrCY IAEAEINOKPATa|Y YI TIMON 

AAVI1KOX 
CASEN M(onKPATlNONT01 | 24 (n.e de. E?AION TELrFKLE 

OAHMOEAElKlPOy XAPIATAPITOKAEOY | J FiXTOXsNOE E :rAI.- 
n PAI I El I XTEIIAX NIAAIKOs 

A Pi I TOKA HA PIZrOKA 1AO Y Y -AN I AAP TOKA EJOk0POY KAtAZTP_ TO7 .-A YXA P_ PyE MNHEAPFKOZTIMjOMrprOY ANTI KIE? A I1'PONE L- 
-EY4IAH.MOjEYK .o ArWAAOAOPO_ 4'ENON 

? ~~ KItKl rrox 'IAIA TO? 
-'a A OEENTEX Y TO TH BOYA HE KAI TOYA HMOY NlY?TP_??0A 

ANO/Ilfl 
O, xxxiiiAP~t,p0 

M Y PM H | 
A 

| | IYKoN 
MlGAropoy 

AAM A KHNo A-1 KIOJN 

55.91 XA,V | e V! - I vKALWIrPA-rO 
|5~9 oe6 ninfFa nomXnV in?ectt0fur | YAIAAKX- 

RANTIONIAO7 M OKLrioZ 
-A 1 I&It ZI 0OANK. KAtI IKPATrEX A|ELEN10X 

-'AAKON 0O0ANEZ MELANOrO| EPATO 
.AYXMOTEATOX XrITON TMIIAZ| NATIU-rPATO0 _ 1 0N EA E TIM Oull E AO POO rQEQ 

No. 8. New Fragment (K) of Hesperia, VII, No. 10 
(from Copy Made by Sir George Wheler) 
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ALO8OpoS 

'AvTtKXE" 

50 'AToXXO'8opog 
K-rE"OC17rog 

NJIT5TP-(OM 

'Apiorcav8pog 
55 AViKOV 

3APKE/OOV 'AK&ov 

KaXXa-irparos 
Ev'8iL'aK [7os] 

60 [eE ] OKplTO1 

MEXE0klas 

'Eparo [IJv] 
Navo-io-rparos 

None of the names can be identified with certainty. Charikles (line 2) may have 
been the father of Rlhinon from Paiania; see H. T. Wade-Gery, Cl. Qu., XXIV, 1930, 
p. 35, note 1. Erxitheos (line 7), Phyrkon (line 9), Potamokles (line 68), and 
Telekles (line 71) do not seem to occur anywhere else in Attika. Thestios (line 36) 
may have been the father of Moschos from Paiania (P.A., no. 10461). For Pyres 
(line 39), see I.G., I2, 529. For Stomes (line 41), see P.A., no. 12910. Menites (line 
43) may have been thie grandfather of Menites, son of Menon, from Kydathenaion. 
Dion (line 57) may have been mentioned by Spon (see above). For Telokles (line 71) 
see below, p. 52, note 114. 

Fragment L 

AEOv Ti g8 os 

XO-EVOKXES NavcTE9 Av ---] 

Xo4E'vapXo AtOKXEs law ---] 

eEo1TGo,uJAos 30 KrEO-WKXES 55 lloXv[---] 
5 NavQtXa(pes [---] AtoyE'V [ El 

once belonged to the Library of Mr. Granville Wheeler of Methley in Yorkshire (near Leeds), 
who is grandson to the late Sr. George Wheeler and first Cousin to Mr. Granville Sharp." See the 
Dictionary of National Biography, s. v. Sharp, pp. 1339-1342, and s. v. Wheler, pp. 1356-1357. The 
pages of Wheler's manuscript illustrated here are numbered 73-75, and the inscriptions carry the 
numinber 259. The transcription given here disregards (for the sake of clarity) the various obvious 
mlisspellings of the maniuscript except in those cases in which the original reading of the stone could 
not be recovered with certainty. 
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JDav6ra-paros Eviqpactog Ttp1oyEi [roV] 
-1A011 IITJ [---] Av'T0,a6OE1 

[lI]oXov IEpo[-M-] Mury[o']Xag 
(D?EtE`-rparos 35 'AV'TKX [---] 60 'Javc8og 

10 [A] Eocrrparo TXcav [---] hayvoOE3os 
At8iit'asg Koo[. ]os KXE'OV 

ItXivos ALo[.]EV[ -] EVALXOKXEAS 
[K] pEov1rt8E MEEvov NO'6og 
[o]&rrparosg 40 la-rvp[---] 65 N[Ejoq0cdvE9 

15 I . ]EK[-- ]Dt P tA- 1 .A IPI X0KAEss 
Eo680opo9 (9[E]k1_Uur]o[K] E[s] 'AOEVa'8E 

0o0bav`8Esg At'VEotag NaVO-WKXAs 

'AvrtXacPE NtK6&TpaTos MaK [p] ov 

AE&6vTto 45 'Avrtoov 70 A"toyxtg 
20 "AvSpov E[.... ] T-E 'Arap/3iov 

[91] EVtLray6Opac Evt'a [v] ETrog oXTpaTos 

Ev'8E/10os AEt-V6o--rpacrog 'Aptuirtov 

biDt'Xt,w,osg IFIv06AKptros XapEs 

ont^.yos 50 AIA-E)AN 75 AcauTpOKXES 
25 lIEtlwXAoXos Ai rouE [. ] Es 'Aaoowr68opog 

MEXaWto19 "A- [av] 8p [os] NWK68EO10 
KXEcat'VET0o 

None of the names can be identified with certainty. Xenokles (line 2) may have 
been mentioned by Spon (see above). Xenarchos (line 3) miav have been an ancestor 
of Xenarchos from Kropidai who was councillor of Leontis ca. 170 B.C.; see I.G., 
JJ2, 918, col. IV, line 25 (for the date, see Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 312). Kreontides 
(line 13), Thouphanides (line 17), Thelnistagoras (line 21), Peisilochos (line 25), 
lanbos (line 60), Nothos (line 64), Arxikles (line 66), and Makron (line 69) do not 
seem to be knowrNn as names of Athenian citizens. Antichares (line 18) may have 
been the paternal grandfather of Antichares, son of Philion, from Phrearrhoi, who was 
councillor of Leontis before the middle of the fourth century (L.G., 12, 1742, line 45). 

The two fragments known fronm Wheler's notebook have been added here as 
Fragnments K and L, although it is not certain that they once belonged to the same 
funeral mionument as Fraaments A-J. In fact, the only supporting evidence is the 
arrangement of the casualties of one tribe in three columns with the tribal nanme in 
larger letters written across the top, and the spelling which indicates that the in- 
scriptions copied by Wheler belong to the last quarter of the fifth century. Wheler's 
traniscription does not contain, however, aniy remains of the first line which was 
engraved in large letters of which one is preserved on Fragment J. It is conceivable, 
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Jwttin ATTICAE 

1 E O N T I A OX 
X5LENOK-1E? NAYrEZ I-Y r 
X?-NAPXO AIOKUE? XAN 
OEOrrOM10oi KTE-IKLE lOiY_- 
NAYXIXAPEN _ _ _ AIOAEN 
4A N oxmAro? EY4VPA 1> Ti M OAEI 
-IAG 1- rTiv-. AYTONEO-El 
COAON 7 EPK_ MI1P_LE1 
-tEt1AE1-TPATO0 ANTIKA. IANBOX 
_Eo? PAro AJAY- &AANOOEO 

AIAYNIA1 Ko+_oy? XAMN 
J IA lNOZ A10tN. JhfAOKAE? 

'PEONTIVE? M ENN N00N2 

0ObPAO? OTIOV j AILNAAP 

oo+NlHlbE ATNGX1AY NAYX-K?Ej 
ANTIX-PEI flKO27PATOX MAKON 

LEorn.Ot AAN-nddN Ai0AXEV 
-INA PON E ATPE0 -i~&P_ - ?. A~TAPEION 

_ EMI?OAAOPAX EYAr- IrOy 'ZOXTPATrO 

,YM MO AIEOXrPATOX APIIrION 
OtI-ennOX r'YOOKP,ror XAPEZ 
OOTfMOE AlA-0AN AOjckE 

Z 1I A OXOT AYr-ONE-E X AXOIOAOPO 
MEL-OlOIOA01X APP'-. - NAKOtdMOX 
-I--.. AYTOMAO 

milP_IKLl K E A I N LEAINETOz 
IA'BOZ 
HAANOeE-Z 
KA EC 

No. 8. New Fragment (L) of Hesperia, VII, No. 10 
(from Copy Made by Sir George Wheler) 

howevTer, that the upper edges of the fragments were chipped off, and that Wheler 
did not record the traces of letters which might have been still visible.101 

It is impossible to estimate accurately the number of names which were originally 
engraved in each column. The thickness of the stelae indicates that the columns were 

101 Similarly, the first line of I.G., I2, 945 was not recorded in the transcription illustrated by 
H. J. Rose, Inscr. Graec. vet., opposite p. 114; see above, p. 23. 
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of considerable height. It is known that in one instance (Fragment A) the list of 
nanmes reached the verv bottom of the stele, but other columns may have been much 
shorter. Since ten lines occupy a vertical space of ca. 0.12 m., and since the column 
of names may well have had a height of ca. 1.50 m., each column could have contained 
approximately f 30 names. If the casualties of one tribe were engraved in two or three 
columns, they may have amounted to an average of 250 names, which would give a 
total of approximately 2,500 casualties from all ten tribes. 

It has been pointed out above that the date of the funeral list can be determined 
by comparing it with the records of the poletai which are dated ca. 413 B.C. It is 
tempting to connect the funeral list with, the Great Sicilian Expedition which was 
the only major Athenian disaster in that period. The number of Athenian hoplites 
sent with the expeditionary force amounted to 2,700,102 and since the great nmajority 
of them were killed after the arrival of Demosthenes in Sicily,'03 this number of namnes 
may well have found space on the stelae under discussion. The fact that a shiorter 
list of names was engraved on the same monument (Fragnment H) may be used as 
supporting evidence, since Pausanias reports that on one and the same stele were also 
engraved the names of the casualties from other battlefronts.104 

THREE DEDICATIONS TO ZEUS MEILICHIOS 

Zeus Meilichios had at least twro sanctuaries in Attika, both located outside of 
the city of Athens. O3ne was on the Kephisos, on the road to Eleusis,105 the other was 
situated between the harbours of Zea and Mounichia.106 Only two dedications to Zeus 
Meilichios wvere found in the city itself; they were discovered on the north slope of 
the Nymphs' Hill, and from this it has been concluded that there was a sanctuary 
of Zetus Meilichios in or near this locality.107 To these two documents three more 
dedications may be added which wvere found in the Agora and which were set up 
probably in the same sanctuary as the offerings found on the adjacelnt Nymphs' Hill. 

102 ucydides, I, 43, and VII, 20; compare J. Malzer, Veriuste und Verlustlisten, pp. 33-37; 
J. Beloch, Griech. Geschichte, 112, 2, pp. 290-302. O'nly the hoplites EK TOll Ka-roAo'yov are counted 
here, because it may be assutied that only they were mentioned in the casualty lists; compare 
J. Beloch, Klio, V, 1905, p. 347. 

103 The casualties of the earlier part of the campaign were inscribed on a separate stele; see 
Pausanias, I, 29, 13; J. Beloch, Griech. Geschich-te, I12, 2, p. 297. 

104 See note 97. For the omission of Nikias' name from the casualty list, see H. D. Westlake, 
Cl. Qu., XXXV, 1941, p. 64, note 5. 

05 See A. B. Cook, Zeus, II, pp. 1091-1092; Pfister, R.E., s. v. Meilichioi Theoi, col. 341, 
lines 1-16. 

106 See Cook, op. cit., pp. 1104-1114; Pfister, op. cit., col. 341, lines 36-62; comlpare also S. 
Solders, Die ausserstditischen Kulte und die Einiguing Attikas, pp. 3, nos. 17-19, and 5, no. 30. 

107 I.G., 112, 4677 and 4678. See Cook, op. cit., p. 1114; Pfister, op. cit., col. 341, lines 28-32; 
compare also L. Deubner, Attische Feste, pp. 155-158; Fehrle in Roscher, Lex. der Mythologie, 
s. v. Zeus, cols. 639-640. 
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9. Upper part of inscribed stele of Hynmettian marble, found on Decemnber 5, 
1934, in Section 1. The stele is broken only at the bottom. 

Height, 0.19 nm. 
Width, 0.21 m. 
Thickness, 0.08 m. 
Height of letters, 0.008 m. 
Inv. No. I 2201. 

ca. 330 B.C. 

1wOXv,Lios 
,0x /j"ff 0,q 

No. 9 

The relief originally represented a man (Olympos) standing in front of a bearded 
snake which is the symbol of the deity."0' P. Foucart pointed out that in the preserved 

108 See Cook, op. cit., pp. 1107-1114, figs. 944-946. 
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dedicatory inscriptions from the sanctuary near Mounichia the name of the dedicator 
is in no case accompanied by that of his deme.109 This observation applies also to the 
two inscriptions fronm the Nymphs' Hill (see note 107) and to the one here under 
discussion. Olynmpos, which is a rare name among the Athenians, occurs as the name 

No. 10 

of a freedman in an inscription dated ca. 330 B.C. which contains the names of freed- 
nmen who dedicated silver vases."11 Since the letter forms of Olympos' dedication seem 
to belong to the second half of the fourth centtury, it may be assumed that the dedi- 
cator was ()lympos, living in Skambonidai, who also dedicated a silver vase to Athena. 

109 See I.G., II2, 4617-4619; compare P. Foucart in Daremberg-Saglio, Dict. Anit., s. v. 
Meilichios, pp. 1700-1701. 

11 I.G., II2, 1567, line 9; compare H. Pope, Non-Athenians in Attic Inscriptiotns, pp. 64-66 
and 190. 
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10. Fragment of a relief stele with inscription, found on March 27, 1936, in 
Section N. Broken at the right side and at the bottom (?). 

Height, 0.182 m. 
Width, 0.155 m. 
Thickness, 0.045 m. 
Height of letters, 0.008 m. 
Inv. No. I 3868. 

Third century B.C. 

ALZ M<L>X [ lX@L] 

'ApLmro [-- -] 

Ka&' q&XaK[ (?)?)] 
av<e'>eo- [av]. 

Line 1: MTA; line 4: ANIOEI. 
The bearded man and the veiled woman are the dedicators. The deity, either a 

snake or a bearded man on a throne, was represented on the lost right portion of 
the relief.111 The inscription vas engraved in the upper part of the centre of the 
relief, and below it, in front of the deity, may have been an altar. The letter forms 
of the carelessly written inscription indicate a date in the third century B.C. 

11. Inscribed fragment of Hymettian marble, found on April 18, 1935, in 
Section N. Only part of the top and of the right lateral side is preserved. 

Height, 0.138 m. 
Width, 0.127 m. 
Thickness, 0.055 m. 
Height of letters. 0.013 mn. (line 1) 

and 0.01 m. (line 2). 
Inv. No. I 2778. 

Fourth century B.C. 

[AdF M&X1]XtCdL 
[ ca. 6] wn 

No. 11 
(Photograph from Squeeze) 

The restoration is naturally uncertain, but the first line certainly contained the 
name of the deity, the second that of the dedicator. In this form, the inscription may 

"I" See Cook, op. cit., p. 1106, figs. 942 and 943. 
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be compared with I.G., 112, 4677. The shape of the monument to which the small 
fragment belongs was probably a stone pillar like that on which I.G., 112, 4678 is 
inscribed. Tfhe original length of the base may have been ca. 0.30 m. if the first line 
was placed symmetrically. The restoration of the length of the dedicator's name 
(line 2) is based on the assumption that this line was centred below the first line, 
with its first letter inscribed below the second or third letter of the first line. 

A CHOREGIC MONUMENT OF 337/6 B.C. 

12. The inscribed fragment illustrated in Hesperia, III, 1934, p. 113, no. 178 
is part of a choregic monument similar in appearance to those published as I.G., 112, 
3027-3062.112 'I'op and bottom surfaces are preserved, and the height of the fragment 
(0.215 in.) compares favorably with that of the other monuments. The slab ap- 
parentlv served as top step of a tripod monument.113 A hole for one of the legs of the 
tripod may still be preserved on top o-f the fragment, since the records of the excava- 
tion note the existence of a roughlv picked rectangular sinking, 0.10 m. long, 0.06 m. 
wide, and 0.01 ni. deep. 

The identification of the fragment is assured bv the restoration of the letters 
of the first and last lines. The first line mav be completed to: [tribe's name ending 
in -4]s vroa [i8&w EPvKL]. The last line contained the archon's name and can be restored 
to: [archon's name ending in -]yxog [pxEv] 14 The letter forms of the inscription 
indicate a date in the third quarter of the fouLrth century, and the names of only three 

112 Compare also I.G., 12, 769, 770 a, 771; B. D. Meritt, Hesperia, VIII, 1939, pp. 48-50, no. 
15; G. Welter, Arch. Anm-., 1938, cols. 33-68; Inmmerwahr, Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 343, note 18. 

113 Compare E. Reisch, R.E., s. v. Dreifuss, cols. 1694-1695; He B. Walters, J.H.S., XLI, 
1921, p. 147, no. 18. 

114 Only two earlier choregic monumients have the signatures of artists in their last lines: 
I.G., II2, 3018 and 3038. For I.G., TI?, 3018 a new reading may be suggested. The fourth and 
fifth lines of this inscription mav be read and restored as follows: 'APtUT''t8-S [E'ro']-qcrv. The artist 
was probably the painter and sculptor Aristeides from Thebes; compare C. Robert, R.E., s.v. 
Aristeides no. 29; Sauer in Thieme-Becker, Lexikon, II, p. 102; A. D. Keramopoullos, 'ApX. TE4., 
1920, pp. 17-18; G. Lippold, R.E., s. v. Nikoliachos, col. 464, 52-53; C. Picard, Manuel d'arche1ologie 
grecque, II, pp. 648, note 3, and 662, note 2. The dedication I.G., 112, 3018 was miade by Kallias, 
son of Telokles, and it probably belongs to the last quiarter of the fifth century; conmpare J. Kirchner, 
Hermnes, XXXI, 1896, p. 255; H. Swoboda, R.E., s. v. Kallias no. 9. For similar letter forms, see 
the decree of the year 415/4 B.C., published by B. D. Meritt, fIesperia, V, 1936, p. 381, no. 5. 
The name of Kallias' father, Telokles, is rare, and one of the demes with which it is connected 
(Angele) belongs to the tribe Pandionis which happens to be the tribe of Kallias, son of Telokles 
(I.G. J12, 3018); compare J. Kirchner, P.A., nos. 13580-13585; M. Crosby, Hesperia, VI, 1937, 
pp. 442-444, no. 1, line 12. It may therefore be suggested that Kallias, son of Telokles, belonged 
to the deme Angele, and that he was identical with the Athenian archon of the year 406/5 B.C., 
Kallias from Angele; cf. Swoboda, R.E., s. v. Kallias no. 13; supra, No. 8, Frag. K, line 71. 
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archons of this period end in 1---]Xog: Kallimachos (349/8 B.c.), Nikomnachos 
(341/40 B.c.), and Phrynichos (337/6 B.C.). 

The line containing the archon's name is engraved in smaller letters than the rest 
of the inscription, and this line obviously did not extend over the whole width of the 
stone.115 On the other hand, lines 1-4 differ from each other in the spacing of the 
letters, but each of the lines seems to be evenly spaced within itself. It nmay be assumed, 
therefore, that lines 1-4 wvere of equal length bu1t consisted each of a different number 
of letters. The restoration suggested below is based on the assumption that the centre 
of the first line falls in the space between the second and third preserved letters, and 
that the centres of the following lines 2-4 are located below this space. The centre 
of the fifth line would fall accordingly near the letter omikron of the archon's name. 
'these considerations allow the following restoration: 

f~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ F .~ ~ ~ I ;: -) E 

*~~~~~~~ P ... . . > 

A ---i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

No 12. Hesperia, III, No. 178 

115 Compare I.G., II2, 3054. 
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337/6 B.C. 

[11av8tov]t s 7a[Lact)v E'V LKa] 
[ .... ca. ....KX] Eovg ['fla6ev EXop 'yE] 
['P XXacKos 'A] pyEt [os E&8t'aOKE] 

[ ca. 7 
. ]( Io nv's] I , .A]EX[~"?9 q'/7XEL] 

5; [IdpivVt]Xos9 7[PXEV]. 

No other flute-player from Delphi is known, and it is possible that the letters 
[-IEX[-] belong to the end of the musician's name rather than to his ethnic that may 
have been omitted.116 

It is tenmpting to restore the name of the poet to: [eEXXJavKos 'A ] pyEt [os E&88acrKE], 

because HEellanikos is the only other known Argive lyric poet of this I)eriod. The 
evidence for Hellanikos is contained in the choregic inscription published as I.G., 1I2, 
3078. The date of this inscription as given in the Corpus is the beginning of the third 
century B.C., and if this date is correct Hellanikos could hardly have been active as 
early as 337/6 B.C. which is the latest possible date for the inscription in which his 
name mav be restored. But the date of I.G., III, 3078, as well as that of I.G., 112, 
3074, 3075, and 3076, is based on the assumption that the agonothesia was introduced 
in the year 309/8 B.C., and that consequently an inscription in which the agonothetes 
is either mentioned or restored wvith probabilitvT must be dated after that year. As a 
matter of fact, the year in which the agonothesia was established is not known. It 
must fall after 320/19 B.C. (because of I.G., 112, 3055 and 3056) and before 307/6 B.C. 

(because of I.G., III, 3073 and 3077) .1 - U. Koehler suggested that the archonship 
of Demetrios (309/8 B.C.) was the occasion for the introduction of the agonothesia7"' 
and E. Capps defended this date by discarding the evidence provided by Plutarch, 
Phokionl, 31.119 He suggested that Nikanor mnay have undertaken the office of 
agonothetes at sonme later date after 318 B.C., but it is known that Nikanor was 
executed in the year 318/7 B.C.120 Capps referred also to a decree of the deme Aixone 
honoring the clhoregoi of the year 317/6 B.C. for their services (I.G., I12, 1200), and 
he seemed to assumne that this decree antedates the introduction of the agonothesia. 
But the choregoi mentioned in I.G., 112, 1198 and 1200 were deme officials of Aixone 
and had accordingly nothing to do with the celebration of the City Dionysia, as is 
now shown by another inscription (I.G., 112, 3091).121 It is clear, therefore, that the 

116Conmpare I.G., 112, 3037 and 3042. A possible restoration of the flutist's name would be: 
['AptuTofl "k [rqg q,xalt 

117 See W. S. Ferguson, Hellenistic Athens, pp. 55-56; G. Busolt and H. Swoboda, Griech. 
Staatskunde, p. 930, note 2. 

118 A/th. Mitt., Ill, 1878, p. 240. 
119 A.J., IV, 1900, p. 85, note 1; cf. sutpra, p. 2, note 1. 
120 See HT. Berve, R.E., s. v. Nikanor, col. 268, 48-52. 
121 For the disctussion of the whole problem, see E. Reisch, R.E., s. v. Agonothetes, cols. 874-875. 
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introduction of the agonothesia cannot be dated more accurately than between the 
years 319 and 307 B.C., and I.G., 112, 3078 mnay well belong in one of these years rather 
than in the beginning of the third centuiry. This earlier date for the victory of the 
ArgivTe poet Hellanikos woould justify the restoration of his name in the inscription 
of the choregic montument froni the Agora. An interval of twenty or even thirty 
years between the victories of a lyric or dramatic poet is quite possible. 

A REDISCOVERED SIGNATURE OF PRAXITELES 

13. The inscription puiblished as I.G., 112. 3886 was fotund in 1878 by E. Pottier 
built into a wall of the house at 9 Bouleuterion Street.122 At the time of discovery the 
top of the base was broken and its right side was hidden by other stones. The in- 
scription was reptiblished by E. L6wy who correctly recorded the exact place of 
discovTery btut erroneously assumed that this was near the Lysikrates monument.'23 
This mistake was probably due to the title of Pottier's article: " Fouilles au monument 
de Lvsicrate." More recently J. Kirchner simply declared (I.G., I12, 3886) that the 
inscription was found prope monunienturn Lysicratis. But Bouleuterion Street runs 
north from the church of Hypapanti,124 and this is exactly the place wThere the stone 
was rediscovered on April 12, 1937, in Section ee.125 It is a base of Hymettian marble, 
and at present the inscribed face only is exposed. The stone still remains in the 
Valerian wall, where it mnust have been seen by Pottier.121 

Height, 0.21 iii. 

Width, 0.66 ni. 

Height of letters: lines 1-3, ca. 0.025 m.; line 4, ca. 0.015 m. 

Inv. No. I 4712. 

122 B.C.H., II, 1878, p. 418, no. 7. 
123 Inschrif ten Griech. Bildlcawter, p. 173, no. 236. 
124 See Judeich, Topographic2, Plan I, 'E5; on Judeich's map the letter D of the word Kyda- 

thenaion marks the block in which the house no. 9 is situated. 
125 For the location of this Section, see Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 335. 
126 The inscribed face can be seen on the photograph published in Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 327; 

the stone in questioln is the second of the two slabs to the right of the big inscribed stele which is 
still standing in situ. Professor Shear has kindly calledc my attention to the fact that this stele 
too has been known for many years. It was first recorded in 1852 by Pittakys (see J. Hd. Oliver, 
Hesperia, X, 1941, p. 78, no. 34; for a more complete accouLnt of the early excavations in this 
area, see S. Dow, Hesperia, II, 1933, pp. 426-427); Pittakys did n.ot notice the other inscription 
because it was then facing the inside of a modern cesspool which used the Valerian wall for its 
east face. 
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No. 13. I.G.. II2, 3886 
(Photograph froin Squeeze) 

First century B.C. 

Ava-avwa 
N&KO8S,UOV 
.vIrcEraLciv. 

IIpaCLTLXrEAX 4o0tq7o-Ev. 

Lysanias is probably a descendant 
of Nikodemos from Xypete who is 
known from the fourth century B.C.127 

An artist with the name Praxi- 
teles from the first century B.C. is 

known from several other signatures; 
he was probably a descendant of the famous Praxiteles.128 

TWO PRYTANY CATALOGUES OF HIPPOTHONTIS 

14. Opisthographic stele of Pentelic marble, found on December 21, 1935, in 
Section Z. The stone was built into the wall of a modern well, and the curved fracture 
at the right lower corner, as well as the corrosion of the surface near this fracture, is 
due to this second use of the stele. The stone is broken at the lower right side and 
at the bottom. 

Height, 0.67 m. 
Width, 0.47 m. 
Thickness, 0.095 m. 
Height of letters, ca. 0.01 m. 
Inv. No. I 3231. 

ca. 50-40 B.C. 

0t ipvravetv 
rov Tarjuav rT bv 

in an olive wreath 

5 v'qv 'AvoX 
xwviov 

a. 

127 See I.G., II2, 3055 and 6930. 
128I.G., II2, 4117, 4181, 4240; I.G., IX, 2, no. 1320. See E. Groag, P.I.R., J2, p. 5, no. 33; 
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'EVTEt8& ot 1TpVTa'VEts r)sT ITor00Vt0os 

10 Ka't ot 6tEtTrot Ot EI't ALOKXEVo 'A4^qvtEwg [ap1 
xovros dvToJaivovcTt rit /3ovXA3t rov ra,4tia[v] 
ov cvroi t 'Xovro e` Eavrov Ato0 &-cvr 'A7To jXXo)] 

itov 'A4qvt'a rT' 'rE OvOLcas rEOVKEvat eIK [coV I&] 
COV Kat rTwOV XOL&w alTaTdrl'V E1TLVEIJEA [-q(aC0att OtAa] 

15 yOw9 KaiL ta ravDra lapaKaXoVO-t \rfv /3o[vX-qv E-rtXco] 
prqo-at avTot- orrE4av0-ctrat ava-rowv aX [Xovi OrE0f'cL] 

vat, T1xXV 'Aya6},q 8E8oX6acL T7) f3ovX )t T [atve'o-at rov ra] 

Fcav rcv 7TpvTavE&V rTs' 'I"rTro6c o [vr' og Ato44vrqv] 

'AiwoXXwvtnov 'AqvtE'a Kac o-rE(avw [oat avrov OaXXov] 
20 0rEod& vcOt (t) VIrptLo E(Trt O-rTE01avoIIv rovd ayaOov'] 

rowv av8pOv. avaypaqlct oe ro0E r1 ~f'obto7Lua ro\v ypauj 

/.LarEa roy Kara lTpvTavl/aV ELs [r'4Xiyv Wt6tvqv Kat ava] 

OE'Ivat Elv sO)t fovXEVrT)piL)t. 

'A4^qvtEZs L---1 
25 to4avr,s 'AToXXowviov 'Aptc [--- 

AVpct/kaXog HOXVKpitrov 'Apt [-- ] 

AtKatoS ) 'E L- 
Z qvCOv OH)oEpaoa-rov 45 Tt,4 --- 

'AToXXW'vtos ) 'Apt [---1 

30 'Eparow 'lo-t8cpov [---]- 
AEV'Kto9 'Eparo'v N [---] 

ApUTrOVtKOS Hpc0)royET0YVoV At [--- -1 

IDtXo'o-rparos lloXvKpirov 50 r [---] 

AtOo-KOVpt8qS AT)EOV A[---] 

35 AtovVtoJmg ) NE(6orEpo9) T 
AtoVVrOo8posg ALtO7E1bOV9 r7---] 

OEo4tXOeH 'A6tO&pov E ----] 

A1o-Xt'vg AEVKt'OV 

Nv,4OKX3[S )j] 

40 AeV'KtOS -- 

The approximate date of the document can be determined from the letter forms, 
fronm some prosopographical evidence, and from the name of the archon, Diokles from 
A.zenia. The letter forms of the inscription and the abbreviation of the father's name 
in lines 27, 29, and 39 indicate a date near or after the middle of the first century B.C. 

A. Stein, P.I.R., I2, p. 28. no. 179; M. Bieber in Thiemne-Becker, Lexikon der Kiinstlev, s.v. 
Praxiteles V, p. 363; C. H1. Morgan, 'ApX. 'Eo., 1937, p. 68, note 1: E. Groag, Die rbmlischen 
Reichsbeam,iten von Achaia, col. 35, note 134. 
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The known activitr of Polyl;ritos (lines 26 and 33) points to the same date. There 
are four archons with the name of Diokles who all belong to the period in question.l29 
Two of them may be left out of consideration because they were from Kephisia and 
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No. 14. Inscription on the Obverse Face 

from Melite respectively. If Diokles from Kephisia was archon in 57/6 s.c.l30 and 
Diokles from Melite held the same office in 39/8 s.c.,l3l Diokles from Azenia tnay 

129 See S. Dow, Prytaneis, pp. 170-171, commentary on no. 101. 
130 See P.A., no. 4032; S. Dow, A.J.A., XXXVII, 1933, p. 587, note on line 24. 
131 See W. B. Dinsmoor, Archons of Athens, pp. 284-285. 
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have been one of the two archons wTith the name Diokles who are mentioned in an 
inscription from Delos."32 This assumption would place the term of office of the archon 
Diokles from Azenia somewhere in the decade following the middle of the first 
century B.C. 

The document as a whole is an honorary decree for the treasurer Diophanes. 
and the prytany catalogue is a mere addition to this decree."' The name of the 
treasurer Diophanes is k-nown from four inscriptions found in the sanctuary of 
Asklepios, which mention the priest of Asklepios, Diophanes, son of Apollonios, from 
Azenia (I.G., IF1, 4482-4485). These inscriptions have been dated, probably on the 
basis of their letter fortns, in the first century after Christ, but it seems quite possible 
that the priest Diophanes was identical with the treasurer of the same name. The 
inscriptions w^Tith the name of the priest should therefore be dated near the middle 
of the first century B.C. The councillor Apollonios, son of Apollonios, from Azenia, 
mentioned in line 29, was probably a brother of Diophanes. They are not listed close 
together because the office lheld by Diophanes required that his nanle be listed first; 
compare W. K. Pritchett, A.J.P., LXIII, 1942, p. 429, note 63. A third son of 
Apollonios nmay be mentioned in the tomb inscription published as I.G., 112, 5305. 

The name of the fathers of the two councillors Lysimachos and Philostratos 
(lines 26 and 33) is Polykritos, and, since this is a rather uncommon name, it may 
be assumed that the two councillors were brothers. They too were not listed together, 
possibly because Lysimachos held the office of secretary, and his name had therefore 
to be nmentioned in second place after that of the treasturer. The father of the two 
councillors, Polykritos, is knowvn fronm several inscriptions which mention his son 
Polycharinos and other members of the family.134 If the assumption is correct that 
both Lysimachos and Philostratos were the sons of this Polykritos and the brothers 
of Polycharmos, their activity would fall near the nmiddle of the first century B.C. 

Attention may be called to the representation of the deme Azenia among the 
councillors of Hippothontis. No less than sixteen delegates to the Council were sent 
from this deme, and there mnay have been several more. The name list was engraved 
in two columns so that there nmust have been the names of approximately twenty-five 
councillors in each of the coltimns. WI. K. Pritchett already has collected some evidence 
concerning the disparity of the deme representation of the councillors of the tribe 
Hippothontis,"3' and the inscription under discussion shows that the population of 

132 Inscriptionts de Delos, no. 2632; Diokles' son may be mentioned in a tomb inscription (I.G., 
II2, 5299) which is dated in the first century after Christ. 

133 See S. Dow, Prytaneis, pp. 14-15 and 25-26. It may be noted, however, that in this decree 
no request is made by the prytaneis to honor their treasurer with a stattue " in gilded armor." 

134 See Inscr. de Delos, no. 1876 and the inscriptions mentioned there; I.G., II2, 3518, and 
the inscriptions mentioned there; I.G., II2, 1041, line 9; compare WI. B. Dinsmoor, Archows, p. 292. 
notes 6 and 7. 

135 Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 126; see also S. Dow, Prytaneis, p. 28, note 2. 
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Azenia must have increased considerably during the second and first centuries B.136 

The second coltumn probably began with a demotic (line 41) which has followed by 
at least thirteen nanmes. It is likely that these names belonged to the councillors from 
the den.e Peiraieus wN7hich was by far the largest deme of the tribe and which provided 
fifteen councillors a little more than a hundred years earlier.13" 

The fact that both the treastirer an.d the secretary were from the deme Azenia 
and that the archon of this year, Diokles, belonged to the same deme may have been 
a mere coincidence. 

15. The stele was reused abotut twA7o htundred years later. At that time the 
cotincillors of the same tribe Hippothontis inscribed their names on the back of the stele. 

A.D. 15213 or 153/4 
'Aya6A3t TVX'qt. 

['Eir,' a'p1Xov-rog Nov'ppiov Mq'vt 
[80oS* P'qV0i Y2KElpOdiOptWOVs9 

[IF lTpvra] VEt6s Ol 7rpvTa1v'tE Tq/s 
5 ['I7r7rovor]b]8o vX T(r.7cTcoav 

[Ev EtavTov K`at Io vs aL OV9 aEypafav. 

[ervvos- - -] evis 'A4LEv'v. 

(Column I lost) 
Col. II 

'A4VLEZs 'EpE'vvto'E'L T aEaya0oq 
Ai'Xto9 MqrTpo'8&pog cEpElvvtog AEOv1TEvi 

10 AtoVvo-Ltoq ) KXaiv8toq Mapov 

A7,qp -Tpto9 Nv/?to&orov [M] 7qrpo/3tog `Aftovos' 
Nvi4o'`oros ) 20 [Nt]K?7qp0PO ) 

Sv+epxv ) ~~~~~~~~~[A,qtk],u7rpt0s Tpv00voq 
Etp7pqvatoio 'Av0EoEmpt0ov ['AIToX] )Jvtos ) 

1 5 NtKa6vp ) [E] K Kot'Xq [s] 

The document is dated by the name of the archon Nummius Menis who is known 
from several other documents.138 He is tm-entioned as eponymous archon in the heading 
of another prytany catalogtie (I.G., I12, 1.771, lines 2-4), and there his full namne 
Lucius Nummius Menis from Phaleron is preserved. This document (I.G., 12, 1771) 

136 See Milchhofer, R.E., s.v. Azenia; for the location of this deme, see W. K. Pritchett, 
A.J.P., LXIII, 1942, p. 427, note 56. A still unpublished catalogue of councillors ( ?) of Hippo- 
thontis (I 1302) contains under the heading 'At-VLEZs twenty-one or more names; two of these 
recur in the catalogue under discussion (lines 28 and 36). 

137 See Hesperia, IX, 1940, pp. 122-126, no. 25. 
138 J. H. Oliver has already referred to this new occurrence of his name; see Hesperia, XI, 

1942, p. 78. 
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contained the dedication made by the councillors of the tribe Aigeis who served as 
the twelfth prytany in the year of Nutmmius. Since the councillors of Hippothontis 
served in the last month of the same year (Skirophorion; see line 3), they must have 

No. 15. Inscription on the Reverse Face of No. 14 

held the thirteenth prytany, and the beginning of line 4 has been restored accordingly. 
The date of Nummius' archonship has been determined on the basis of two 

inscriptions from the year A.D. 156/7 in which Nummius i's mentioned as herald of 
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the council of the Areopagus."'9 1-is archonship must fall before this year."4' Another 
indication for the chronology of Nummniius' career seems to be provided by the ephebic 
list published as I.G., IJ2, 2029 in which the name of Nummius Menis occurs. The 
date suggested for this inscription, however, is not based on independent evidence. 
Finally, the name of Nummius Menis has been restored by W. Dittenberger in a 
prytany catalogue which is dated ca. A.D. 120.141 If this restoration is accepted, 
Nummius would have been born ca. A.D. 90, he was ephebe ca. A.D. 110, councillor 
ca. A.D. 120, and he must have been vell advanced in years when he still held office 
as member of the Areopagus, in A.D. 156 7. His archonship would fall after A.D. 130 
and before A.1). 156. 

A more accurate date for the archonship of Nummius may be deduced from a 
comparison of I.G., IIP, 1771 (which is dated in his archonship) and 1765 (dated in 
A.D. 138/9). These two inscriptions should be placed not too far apart in date. Both 
are prytany catalog-ues of the tribe Aigeis, and the name of the eponymos, Hernmeias, 
son of Glaukos, wThich is preserved on I.G., 12, 1765, line 9, mnay be restored in line 8 
of II', 1771: [erovtos. 'EpcE] cFtaS ra[V'KOV]. Another link between I.G., 112,1771 
and 1765 mav be provided bv the possible combination of I.G., IIP. 1766 and 1771. 
J.G., II2, 1766 preserves part of the name list while I.G., II2, 1771 contains the heading 
of the catalogue.'42 The link between I.G., II2, 1766 and 1765 consists in the occurrence 
in both inscriptions of the name of Pannychos, son of Herakleides, as that of the 
councillor from Erikeia."' The date of I.G., II2, 1771 (which may be combined with 
I.G., 11, 1766), and thus the archonship of Nummius. should therefore be placed not 
too far from the date of I.G., 112, 1765 (A.D. 138/9). 

The catalogue of the coluncillors from Azenia provides some additional evi(lence 
for the date of the inscription tuncler discussion. Oliver has already mentioned that 
the names of Ailios Metrodoros (line 9), Dionvsios, son of Dionysios (line 10), 
Demetrios, son of Nvynphodotos (line 1 1. Eirenaios, son of Anthesterios (line 14), 
and lHerennios Epagathos (line 16) reappear in a catalogue which he dated in the 
middle of the second century after Christ.'44 He also p)ointed out that Demetrios, son 
of Nymphodotos, was an ephebe in A.D. 125/6, and that Herennios Epagathos was 
an ephebe in A.D. 139/40. To this may now be added that also Nyniphodotos, son of 
Nymphodotos (line 12, a brother of Demetrios), and Sympheron, son of Sympheron 

139 I.C.R., IV, nos. 574 and 575. 
140 See P. Graindor, Chronologie, pp. 138-139, no. 102; conmpare, however, J. Kirchner, R.E., 

s. v. Nummius, col. 1412, no. 14. 
141 See S. Dov, Prvtaneis, p. 195, no. 121, line 66; the dedicatory inscriptions I.G., II2, 4069 

and 4070 do niot help in this connection. 
142 Shape and size of the letters agree, as far as one can judge from a study of the squeezes. 

It must be noted, however, that the tlickness of I.G., IJ2, 1771 is said to be 0.18 ni., that of I.G., 
I12, 1766, only 0:08 lln. 

43 C.G., II), 1765, line 33, and 1766, line 4. 
44Hesperia, XI, 1942. p. 78. 
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(line 13), were ephebes in A.D. 125/6 (I.G., 112, 2037, lines 9 and 11), and that 
Herennios Leontetus (line 17) was an ephebe in A.D. 142/3 (I.G., I12, 2049, line 25; 
see also 3740, line 21). 'Moreover, Dionysios, son of Dionysios (line 10), was 
kosmetes in A.D. 143/4 or 144/5 (I.G., T12, 2050, line 2), and his tombstone ha.s been 
recovered in the Agora (I.G., 11, 5308). Finally, the councillor Apollonios, son of 
Apollonios (line 22), mav be the hvposophronistes of the year A.D. 142/3 (I.G., JJ2 

2049, line 153). 

The most important of these identifications is that of Herennios Leonteus (line 
17) with the ephebe of the same name who was nineteen or twenty years old in A.D. 

14213. If this identification is correct, if the date of I.G., IJ2, 2049 is assured, and 
if the age requiremiient for councillors was, even at that late period, thirty years, 
Leonteus cannot have been councillor before A.D. 152/3.143 This assumption wotuld 
provide an accurate date -for the archonship of Nummius, who must then have held 
this office in one of the years between A.D. 1]5213 and 155/6. Since the archons of the 
years N.D. 154/5 and 155/6 are already known,'46 NuNmnmiuls mnay have been archon 
either in A.D. 15213 or in 153,/4. 

ZEUS BOULIGwNAOS AND HESTIA BOUlAIA 

16. Inscribed frag,ment of Pentelic miarble, found on April 25, 1939, in the 
original fill of the Valerian wall, in Section I. Left side and bottom are preserved. 
The lower edoges are deeplyA bevelled excelpt at the corners. which give the base the 
appearance of standing on four legs. Remains of a large cutting are preserved on top. 
The fragment is broken at the right side and at the back. 

Height, 0.17 m. 

Width of inscribed face, 0.26 rn. 
Thickness, 0.225 mn. 

Height of letters, 0.011 m. 
Inv. No. I 5797. 

First centtury B.C. 
ca. 24 

[name, father's name, denmotic] 

Ta/uEvo-a,q FvTa[vx qr ca4 

rSo, ) e ' -r 
' 

^'A -L $pXov] 
ros Evtatvrh vrE7p [7rJs fvXAqI 

5 At' BovXaiOt Ka%t 'rE.[-rtat BovXatat]. 

145 See, however, the note on I.G., II2, 1772, line 5. 
146 See Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 85. 
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. - * ~~~~~~~~~~ :::...i...... ... .. . .. ... . . ....... ..... ........ . .... . .... . . .. . . .. .... ... .. . 

.; 1 _ <4 '~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~f k 

No. 16 

It is assumned that only the first line of the inscription is missing because remains 
of the socket which received the dedication are still preserved on top of the fragment. 
This assumption is confirmed, moreover, by the inscription on two other fragments 
which belong to a similar nmonuiment (No. 17. below). 

17. Fragment A: Inscribed fragnment of Pentelic inarble, found on June 17, 
1938, in a marble pile, in Section Qi. Only part of the inscribed face and of the rough- 
picked top is preserved. 

Height, 0.08 ni. 
Width, 0.255 mn. 
Thickness, 0.13 m. 
Height of letters, 0.012 ni. 
Inv. No. 1 5543. 

Fragment B: Inscribed frag- 
nient of Pentelic nmarble, found on 
June 3, 1933, in a nmarble pit, in 
Section I. Only part of the in- 
scribed face and of the snmooth- 
picked right lateral side is preserved. No. 17. Fragment A 
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Height, 0.15 nm. 
Width, 0.205 m. 
Thickness, 0.065 m. 
Height of letters, 0.013-0.018 rn. 
Tnv. No. 1 931. 

53/2 B.C. 

Mnvo&Swpos 'Ap[ c ra] 
[1uteiV] oaa irpvr [avEwv T7r 'AKapuavrT] 

r8oq OvX7jq ev TOf E17r]i ALo& [pov aipxov] 
[ro EvLav rl Vriep r721] 4vXi) A&t Bov 

5 [Xataoe Ka& eEmrt'at Bov]Xatat. No. 17. Fragment B 

The name of the tribe Akamantis can be restored from a prytany decree of this 
tribe honoring the treasurer MIenodoros.'47 Since this decree and Menodoros' dedi- 

Z. z~~~~~~~ I.I. :y 

.. YA.. YAHZ 
,., ............... o ., , ., , .. . . ;,.j.I 

Restored Drawing of No. 17 

cation, to judge f rom the letter forms, belong to the same period, it may be assumed 
that the two treasurers with the nami-e Menodoros were one and the samie person. 
The name of the archon Diodoros is preserved on the dedication, and if the prvtany 
decree belongs to the same year as the dedication, it too is dated in 53/2 B.C."'8 

147 See Hesperia, IV, 1935, pp. 40-41, no. 8, lines 3-4; S. I)ow, Prytaneis, p. 181, no. 111. 
148 See I.G., II2, 1713, line 19; 1716, line 29; compare S. Dow, A.J.A., XXXVII, 1933, 

pp. 578-588. 
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Each of the two monuments (Nos. 16 and 17) belongs to a dedication set up 
by a treasurer of the prytaneis after his term of office.149 

The names of the deities to whom the dedications were offered are only partly 
preserved on either monument, but they can be restored by reference to each other. 
It may therefore be assumed that both monuments were set up to Zeus Boulaios and 
to Hestia Boulaia. 

The joint cult of Zeus Boulaios and of Hestia Boulaia is attested for several 
places in the Greek world,150 and its existence has been determiined also for Athens 
on the basis of the literary evidence.15' The cult place of Zeus and Hestia was ap- 
parently located in the Bouleuterion, and the excavations conducted in this region have 
brought to light a marble altar tentatively identified as the altar of Zeus Boulaios.151 

THE ATHENIAN ARCHON DIOTElMOS 

18. To the inscription published in Hesperia, III, 1934, 
p. 74, no. 71 seven more fragments can be added six of which 
were recently found in the Agora Excavations while one has 
been known for many years. 

The fragment previously published in Hesperia was 
found in Section I which contains part of the Valerian wall, 153 

and five of the new fragments were excavated, on March 29 
and 30. 1938. in the original fill of the Valerian wall, in 
Section II; these fragments bear the Inventory Number I 364. 
The sixth Agora fragment was found on January 25, 1937, 
in Section 00 which is also located near the Valerian wall; 
this fragment has the Inventory Number I 4428. The place 
of discovery of the inscription published as I.G., IJ2, 3580 is 
not known, but since U. Kohler saw it in the Hephaisteion 
(I.G., III, 721: in Theseo), it may be assumed that this 
fragment, too, was found in the Agora. 15 

No. 18. I.G., II2, 3580 
(Photograph from Squeeze) 

149This is indicated by the participle Taptc6mag; for the phrase TcL4Vrvaa% 7rpvTavwev, see K. 
Meisterhans, Grammrnatik3, p. 227, no. 20a. For the office of the treasurer, see S. Dow, Prytaneis, 
pp. 13-15. 

"O See A. B. Cook, Zeus, II, p. 259; III, pp. 1052, note 1, and 1125, note on II, p. 259; 
compare I.G., XII, Suppl. (1939), nos. 404 and 405. 

151 See C. Wachsmuth, Die Stadt Athen, II, pp. 320-321, note 5; A. Preuner in Roscher, 
Lex. der Mythologie, s. v. Hestia, cols. 2636-2637; Siiss, R.E., s. v. Hestia, cols. 1285, lines 44-59, 
and 1300, lines 54-56; A. Wilhelm, Beitrige, pp. 44-45; G. Busolt and H1. Swoboda, Griech. Staats- 
kunde, p. 1025; A. B. Cook (see note 150); L. Robert, R.E.G., XXXVII, 1924, p. 180; Fehrle in 
Roscher, Lex. der Mvthologie, s. v. Zeus, col. 612, lines 22-34. 

152 See H. A. Thompson, Hesperia, VI, 1937, pp. 151-152 and 213. 
153 See the plan illustrated in Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 360. 
154J. Kirchner, however, states that it was found on the Akropolis (I.G., JJ2, 3580: in arce). 
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Two of the Agora fragments join the one previously published in Hesperia; both 
of these fragments have the bottom preservred, and one (I 4428) also contains part 
of the left lateral face. The dimensions of the combined fragments are: height, 
0.43 In.; width, 0.41 m.; thickness, ca. 0.28 m. 

The remaining four Agora fragments join one another; they have the right 
lateral face preserved. The dinmensions of the combined fragments are: height, 0.38 m.; 
width, 0.135 m.; thickness, 0.21 m. 

The fragment published as I.G., 1.1, 3580 joins the one previously published in 
Hesperia. Through this combination the relative position of the two groups of frag- 
ments could be determined with certainty, and the following restoration may be 
suggested. 

(Photograph from Squeeze) 

No. 18. Agora Fragments 

ca. A.D. 60 
[ ca. 16, c] [ a * *] 

..... . 1. ..7 TL ],f3ptov KXav 
[tov T/,8epi&ov] IK [av8&o] v 0Eo4tLXo [v] 
[viov AL]O'TEL/o[v B'r)ja]&Ea apfav 

5 [Ta rr7v] E7TC0vv4[ov apx]7iv Kat 

[KqpVKE] viavT [ a Ka I] parqy7l 
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[o-avTa] E7rT roV) [s 6ITXE] rag rpi 
[Kat cy]WVOOETr[) o-avT ]a 8&s Ka[L] 

[yv,uva] o-tapX 'o 1 avra 'Tp']L Kat E 

10 [1TtLLEXP])qTV yE[V]o/[EV]oV r-j" 

[TE To]XEC0)9 Kat T7)S [rovi M]>vpp[t] 

[OV K0/JJtI1 7)fTE(O)S XPW7 I[t/a n'av 
[ra Ird] 7irTo oroi 3 )o [v . ca..4. ] / /1 
[,//// 1/7/7/7/7/7/[/7/7/////I 

15 [apEr]^)i TE Kat Trq E[lq lr2v ira] 

[rpi8a] EJvo-'tas Kat btX [orn/idag] 
EVE [K] a E1tUEX'qOE'V [T(0V Trs] 

KarT[ ao-K]EV) S [E']K rc7av i,[&8iv] 

Tpo [ 4tnp. .ov 'AOh, [-_caL] 

90 Aac[vov .... ] Q01N[- -N]I 
varat 

The full name of Dioteimos has been restored with reference to an inscription 
honoring his son Tt,/Eptov K[X]ava;&ov Tt,/Epiov KXav8tov ALOTEL/IOV viOV OEO'fLXOV 

BTqo-atE'a (I.G., I2, 3930)."' The father of Dioteimos, Theophilos, mav be identified 
with Theophilos, son of Theopeithes, from Besa who was hoplite general at the 
beginning of the first centturv after Christ (I.G., 112, 4478).156 This identification 
places the activity of Dioteimos near the middle of the first century after Christ and 
makes it possible to restore his name in an inscription honoring the emperor Claudius, 
which is dated in the year A.D. 41/2 (I.G., IIT2 3268, lines 9-11); [o-rparqyoDvi-ros 
Er] rovs 6rXra' AtoE [4tov OEofL'Xov Bo-q]ate'o,3."` It is tempting to identify the 
archon Dioteimos mentioned in a Roman dedicatory inscription (I.G., II,4465) with 
Tiberius Claudius Dioteimos, btut I.G., IT', 44-65 is commonly dated ca. 26 B.c., and 
the archon Dioteimos is identified with the archon [Ato']rtiog from Halai mentioned 
in another inscription.'58 It is also possible that the man with the name Dioteimos 
who was for the third time paidotribes in A.D. 45/6 is identical with the archon 
Tiberius Claudius Dioteimos."' This office vas too unimportant to be mentioned in 

155Thuis P. Graincdor's restoration [4X]orTEtU o[v] may now be abandoned; see J. H. Oliver, 
Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 84, note 27a. 

156 See J. Sundwall, Nachtrige, pp. 94-95; P. Roussel and J. Hatzfeld, B.C.H., XXXIII, 1909, 
p. 498, note 5; A. Stein, P.I.R., J2, p. 276, no. 1381; Iniscriptiotns de De'los, nos. 1728 and 1729; 
I.G., XII, Supplenment, 1939, p. 139, no. 860; M. Rostovtzeff, T7he Social aned Economilic History 
of the Hellenistic Wl'orld, II, p. 764. 

157 This new reading was made froml a squeeze; compare P. Graindor, Athe'les de Tibere 
a Trajan, p. 77, note 2. 

158 See I.G., I2, 2996; compare W. B. Dinsmoor, Archons, pp. 247-248 and 287; Inscr. dc 
Delos, no. 1840. 

1'59 See I.G., IIP', 1969, line 5, and 1970, line 5. 
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the cursus honorum? of Dioteimos which is contained in the inscription here under 
discussion. 

The son of Dioteinios, Theophilos, is known not only from the honorary in- 
scription mentioned above (I.G., IF, 3930) but also from an ephebic monument on 
which the name of Theophilos from Besa appears inscribed within a crown (I.G., 
IJ2 1980). The list of knowvn relatives of Dioteimos may be completed by reference 
to two tomb inscriptions (I.G., IJ2, 5897 and 5902). Aphrodisios, son of Theophilos, 
from Besa (I.G., 112, 5897) mnay have been a brother of the archon Dioteimos, while 
Tiberius Claudius Theophilos, son of Tiberius Claudius Themnistokles, from Besa 
(I.G., I12, 5902) was obviously a descendant of Dioteimos, although his relation 
cannot be deternmined wvith certainty. It is thus possible to restore the stemma of the 
family from ca. 250 B.C. to the second centurv after Christ. 

An important event in the history of this family was the grant of Roman citizen- 
ship to Dioteimos, son of Theophilos, from Besa. In the year A.D. 41/2, when serving 
as hoplite general, Dioteimos had not yet received this honor since his name appears 
inI.G., 112, 3268 (lines 10-11) without the Roman praenomen and nomen. His son 
Theophilos, who was an ephebe at about the same time, is also listed simply as 
Theophilos (I.G., IJ2, 1980). This showvs that Dioteimos must have received Roman 
citizenship either tinder Claudius or under Nero.160 If Aphrodisios, son of Theophilos, 
from Besa (I.G., IT2, 5897) was Dioteimnos' brother, he must either have died before 
the famnliy received the great honor, or else the grant of citizenship was confined to 
Dioteimos and his direct descendants. The inscription published here belongs to the 
time of Nero, if the erasture in lines 13-14- contained the name of this emperor, and 
in this inscription Dioteinios is listed with his new namie as Tiberius Claudius Dio- 
teimos. To the same period belongs the honorary inscription for Dioteimos' son, 
Theopihilos, who now appears as Tiberius Clauditis Theophilos (I.G., IJ2, 3930). 
Tiberius Clatndius Themistokles may have been a brother, a son, or a nephew of 
Theophilos; a more distant relationship is made unlikely by the letter forms of the 
tomb inscription of Themistokles' son, Theophilos (I.G., JJ2 5902; the stone is now 
lost), which seem to be not later than the first half of the second century after Christ. 

Lines 1-9: The beg-inning of the inscription is lost but it probably contained the 
names of the public organizations by which Dioteimos was honored: 'H Ee 'ApEtov 

'7acyOV /3ovX0V Kat 7} /3ovXr) t(5)v E'aKocTUOV KaUt o6 8&o. After this followed a reference 
to at least one of the priestly offices held by Dioteimos, and the letters of the first 
preserved line [IE]pE'a belong to this part of the inscription. There are traces of letters 
visible after [iE]pEa, but they cannot be restored to the name of any of the deities or 
deified rulers who are mentioned in this position in similar inscriptions. The full name 

160 See P. Graindor, Athenes de Tibere . Trajan, pp. 88-89; Herode Atticus, p. 10; A. N 
Sherwin-White, The Romnan Citivenship, pp. 188-189; Scraiiuzza, The Emperor Claudius, pp. 
140-141 and 280, note 41. 
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of Dioteimos is followed by a list of the public offices which he had held in the course 
of the years. Only one of them can be dated: Dioteimos was hoplite general, probably 
for the first t'ime, in A.D. 41/2 (see above). 

Lines 9-14: It is probable that the phrase r'k [rE Vo'] XE9 Kat rTq [rov M] -rpp [wov 
Koo-u] -Eco0 (an uncertain but highly probable restoration) should be connected with 
the preceding e [ ItLEX ] -r?r'v yE [v] ok [Ev] ov rather than with the following Xpwq [Parn] - 
o-av[ra]. It may be assumed, therefore, that Dioteimos held the office of EIT/tE X'qr T 

-R qToAXE&)Sx." The phrase xp,[/car']ocav[ra ra] iv 'ro3 &o o [v] is followed by an 
erasure which was probably due to the damnatio menoriae of the emperor Nero and 
contained the name of this emperor.'6 The following restoration has been tentatively 
suggested by Professor Oliver: Xpw [4ari] o-av [ra ra] T roD 851ito [ v Ebg 06EoV NE'pWvo 

EL,/7Rpv flytfoOEvra]. This restoration is supported by the traces of a tau in line 14, 
which stands exactlv where the word -[EtE4z.v] woould begin. Dioteimos, according to 
this restoration, would have been EvrtpEuKq-rp-q r-g -To0XE&)%, and in special charge of the 
KOOU/OLCqS WtV M-rp&'tov, wvhen he conducted the negotiations concerning certain extra- 
ordinary honors granted to Nero. These honors cannot have consisted either of the 
honorary inscription on the Parthenon (I.G., 112, 3277) or of that on the theatre 
building (I.G., 12, 3182; see 0. Broneer, A.J.A., XILII, 1938, p. 599), but it may be 
assumed that they were connected in some way with the Metro6n. So much is certain 
that Dioteinmos had something to do with the adornment of the Metroon, and this 
information should be added to the evidence concerning the history of this building."6' 

Lines 17-20: For the restoration of the phrase E-7rtpEX-6E&vr[av r7s] KaT[aO-K]EVq^g 

[M]K -rTV `[&&v], compare I.G., 112, 3266, lines 6-8; 4868; Hesperia, X, 1941, pp. 
82-.83, no. 35. The last two lines probably contained only the names of the two men 
who took care of the erection of the monument. The names cannot be restored with 
certainty. They may be completed either as Tpo [o4ttov r]ov' 'A6aq[J 7] A 'a[vov 
rov 'A]6&Xwt o[rca] o as Tpo[/4tav]ov 'AOq[_c A7_] A 6[4vov I 
The restoration of the letters (0)QINI to the demotic [Mapa]j6coW{L}v[ov] is possible 
but unlikely; compare K. Meisterhans, Graiimmatik', p. 67, no. 13. 

1'1 See B. Keil, Beitrdge zur Geschichte des Areopags, p. 83, note 124; P. Graindor, Athenes 
sous Auguste, p. 123; Athe'nes de 7ibere a Trajan, pp. 80-82. J. H. Oliver, Hesperia, XI, 1942, 
pp. 39-40, has shown that the 4E'7utATp rTs 70AEoW was also called simply 4E' ?pEk-T s; compare I.G., 
JJ2, 3277, line 5, with I.G., 112, 1990, line 4. Another Xp7rt4Ek-Tq T/S 7o0XE(o: R.E., s. v. Oinophilos 
(1) ; I.G., I12, 3546, line 17; his name shoould be restored in I.G., 112, 3185, lines 8-9. Cf. also 
Flaceliere, Les Aitoliens a' Delphes, pp. 333-334. 

162 For similar erasures, see I.G., II2, 1989, 1990, 3182, 3266, 3278, 4111; compare P. Graindor, 
Athe'es de Tibere a Trajan, p. 12, note 2. 

16 See H. A. Thompson, Hesperia, VI, 1937, pp. 195, 221-222, and 224; J. Day, An Economic 
History of Athens under Romnan1 l)Doination, pp. 180-181. 
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ALTARS OF ZEUS OMBRIOS 

The cult of Zeus Ombrios is attested for Attika only by Pausanias who reports 
(I, 32, 2) that there were altars of this deity on Mount Hymettus and on Mount 
Parnes.164 The sanctuary of Zeus on MIount Hymettus has now been located and 
excavated, and the remains prove that this sanctuary was still in use at the time of 
Pausanias.le1 To this period belong two, or perhaps three, altars of Zeus Ombrios 
which were found in the Agora of Athens. 

19. Fragment of Hymnettian marble, found on April 12, 1934, in Section M. 
The stone is broken only on top, but the base moulding has been chipped off when 
the bottom was reused as a threshold. The right lateral face batters more than the left. 

Height, 0.35 ni. 

Width, 0.71 m. 

Trhickness, 0.34 ni. 

Height of letters, 0.05- 
0.06 m. 

Inv. No. 1 1797. 

ca. A.D. 100 

'Oy43piov 
Au0O. 

N'o. 19 

20. Fragment of Hymettian marble, found on April 28, 1937, in Section S. 
Only part of the top is preserved. 

Height, 0.157m. 
Width, 0.353 ni. 
Thickness. 0. 106 m. 
Height of letters, 0.051 nm. 
Inv. No. I 4825. 

ca. A.D. 100 

'Opj3ptov 

[ALO'] . 
No. 20 

(Photograph frorrm Squeeze) 

1f64 See M. H. Morgan, T.A.P.A., XXXII, 1901, p. 89; J. W. Hewitt, H.S.C.P., XIX, 1908, 
p. 82; A. B. Cook, Zeus, II, pp. 897-898, notes 5-6; III, p. 526, notes 6 and 8; J. Schmidt, R.E., 
s. v. Ombrios; cf. F. Jacoby, Mfarmor Pariumii, p. 33. 

''"See Morgan, loc. cit., p. 89; Cook, op. cit., II, p. 1226, Addenda to II, p. 897, note 5; 
III, p. 526, note 8; R. S. Young, A.J.A., XLIV, 1940, pp. 1, 3, and 5. 
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The size and the shape of the letters on these two fragments are so similar that 
it may be asstumed that the two inscriptions belong to different faces of the same base, 
or else to two altars of Zeus Ombrios which were erected on the same occasion and 
inscribed by the same stonecutter. 

21. Fragmnent of Hynmettian marble, found on April 28, 1937, in Section II. 
The top is reworked, and the base moulding is chipped off on all sides. The bottom 
has four clamp cuttings. two each at the front and at the back. The bottom contains 
also two dowel holes, one near each end. The inscribed face was reused as a threshold. 

Height, 0.50 m. 

Width (above moulding), 0.69 mn. 

Thickness (above moulding), 
0.47 m. 

Height of letters, 0.05-0.06 m. 

Inv. No. 1 4804. 

ca. A.D. 100 

[ALO&g] 
O430Upo.0 

No. 21 
(Photograph from Squeeze. Part of initial 0 shows on 

unphotographed portion of Squeeze.) 

Trhe letter forms of this inscription are somewhat different from those of the 
inscriptions on the other two altars, but both the size and the workmanship of the 
altar bases of all three monuments are very much alike. 

It is unlikely that the heavy blocks on which the inscriptions are engraved were 
carried from a great distance to the Agora in order to be reused there. It may there- 
fore be assutmed that there was in Roman times a sanctuary of Zeus Ombrios in the 
Agora of Athens. 

THE PANHELLENIC ARCHON DORION 

22. Two fragments of the inscription published as I.G., II2, 4076 were recovered 
during the excavations in the Agora and can be augmented by the addition of four 
more fragments. 

Fragment A has the Inventory Number I 3461. It is 
broken on all sides and preserves only four letters of one line. 
It does not seem to join any of the other fragments, but its 
position has been determined on the basis of the restoration of 
the inscription. 

The two fragments B and C join and have the left edge No. 22. Fragment A 
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preserved. Fragment B, which is the smaller of 
the two, was found on February 25, 1936, built 
into the side wall of a well, in Section S. Fragment 
C was brought in from the Stoa of Attalos in 
February 1936, ancd both Fragments B and C have 
the Inventory Number I 3461. The two fragments 
measure as joined: height, 0.332 m.; width, 0.097 m.; 
thickness, 0.172 m.; height of letters, 0.02 m. 

The fourth of the new fragments joins both 
of the old fragments and preserves the right edge 
of the base. These three joining fragments were 
brought in from the Stoa of Attalos in February 
1936. Fragment E (I.G., IJ2, 4076 a) has the In- 
ventory Number I 3461; Fragments F (I.G., 12, 

4076 b) and D have the Inventory Number I 3486. 
Fragments D, E, and F measure as joined: height, 
ca. 0.30 m.; width, ca. 0.40 ni.; thickness, 0.282 in.; 
height of letters, 0.021 nm. 

The original width of the base, as determined 
from the restoration of the inscription, was ca. 0.56 ni. 

No. 22. Fragments B and C 
(Photograph fronm Squeeze) 

No. 22. Fragment E (I.G., II2, 4076 a) 
(Photograph fromn Squeeze) 

Shortly after A.D. 160/1 
['A7rirtav 'Avvtav ePtR ] ytXX [ av 'AT&] 
Xt'a [v KaVKLStav TepvAXXa] v 
'Ar [7rtov viraTov irOVTr&] ?KOS 

9vy aTepa 'HpcJuSov Ma] paOw 
5 viov [viraTo] 1) 4f7}Y77rTOV ] yVvrauKa 

(DX* -o [vXir&] Ktavog Acop [tco] v tpX@cov 
Trov H [aveX] X,v&'ov EIg [ira] p'qyopLav 

LX [] ov. 

The restoration of lines 1-5 is based 
on the inscription of a similar monument 
which was set up by Herodes Atticus him- 
self (I.G., JJ2, 4072). Both monuments 
were erected after the death of Regilla.166 

rhe significance of this inscription lies in the fact that it adds to our knowledge 

166See P. Graindor, He'rode Atticus, pp. 84, note 1, and 92-100. The epigraphical evidence 
concerning Regilla is assembled by A. Stein, P.I.R., J2, p. 134, no. 720; no. 6 of the testimonia is 
published as Corinth, VIII, 1, no. 86, and no. 20 as I.G., II2, 13200. See also J. Day, An Economic 
History, pp. 246-247. For 4[4Ajov see Shear, Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 328, fig. 11. 
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of Herodes Atticus and his family, that it contains the name of an hitherto unknown 
archon of the Panhellenes, and that this man and his famnily are known from other 
sources. 

The Panhellenion was founded by Hadrian 
in 131/2 A.D. (I.G., IV2, 384), and its history 
and organization, both political and religious, have 
been studied in detail by M. N. Tod and P. 
Graindor.167 

The truly Panhellenic character of Hadrian's 
institution is indicated by the provenience of 
Flavius Sulpicianus Dorion. This man belongs 
to a noble Cretan family from Hierapytna. His 
father was probably the archpriest of the Cretan 
League, Titus Flavius Sulpicianus Dorion, who 
erected in A.D. 129 a statue of the Emperor Hadrian 
in Gortyna.168 His brother was probably Lucius 
Flavius Sulpicianus Dorion who dedicated between 
A.D. 163 and 169 two statues to the Emperors 
Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus,169 and, possi- 
bly at a later date, one or two statues of his son 
who was quaestor pro praetore of Bithynia.170 
All these dedications were made in Hierapytna 
which was probably the home of the family. It is 
quite possible that the famous Titus Flavius Sulpicianus, the father-in-law of the 
Emperor Pertinax, belonged to the same family. He may, in fact, have been identical 
with the Panhellenic archon of the samne name."7' 

167 See M. N. Tod, J.H.S., XLII, 1922, pp. 173-180; A. B. Cook, Zeus, II, pp. 1119-1121, 
note 4; P. Graindor, Herode Atticuis, p. 64; Athe'nes sous Hadrien, pp. 39, 52-53, 102-111. The 
inscription mentioning the Panhellenic archon Flavius Amphikles (Tod, loc. cit., p. 177) is now 
published as I.G., II2, 2957. The epigraphical evidence for the Panhellenic archonship of Herodes 
Atticus (I.G., II2, 1088) was based on an incorrect restoration; see J. H. Oliver, Hesperia, X, 1941, 
p. 368. Oliver also corrected (Hesperia., XI, 1942, p. 86, note 32) another inscription mentioning 
a Panhellenic archon. 

168 See I.G.R., I, no. 964; compare A. Stein, R.E., s. v. Flavius, no. 186; W. Weber, Unter- 
stuchungent Zur Geschichte des Kaisers Hadrian-us, p. 145 (incorrectly transcribed). For the &pXtEpdu 
TOll ICOLVoOVl TVw KpVJT6)V, see Brandis, R.E., s. v. 'APXtePCVE, col. 475, lines 1-7; E. Kornemann, R.E., 
Suppl. IV, cols. 930, lines 7-9, and 936, lines 15-21; G. Busolt and H. Swoboda, Griech. Staatskunde, 
p. 741, note 2; M. van der Mijnsbrugge, The Cretan Koinon, pp. 71-72; M. Rostovtzeff, The Social 
anid Economic Historly of the Hellenistic World, p. 1459, note 8. 

169 I.G.R., I, nos. 1015 and 1016; see A. Stein, R.E., s. v. Flavius, no. 187. 
70I.G.R., I, nos. 1017 and 1018; see A. Stein, R.E., s. v. Flavius, no. 188. 

171 See A. Stein, R.E., s. v. Flavius, nos. 185 and 248; compare also E. Groag, P.I.R., II2, 

p. 251, nos. 1034 and 1035. 

No. 22. Fragments D and F 
(F I.G., I12, 4076 b) 

(Photograph from Squeeze) 
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Restored Drawing of No. 22 

TWO PRY'TANY CATALOGUES OF THE ROMAN PERIOD 

Our knowledge of the alto-rot wvho were in office betwveen the years A.D. 166 and 
169 has been enlarged by J. H. Oliver's restoration of the last lines of the catalogue 
published as 1.G., 112, 1773 and bv his publication of a recently discovered prytany 
list which is dated in the earlier part of the year A.D. 168/9.172 The now available 
evidence mnay be supplemented bv another list of aJtrot which probably belongs 
to the year A.D. 165/6 and by the addition of two fragments to the docunment recently 
published by Oliver. 

23. Fragment from a large block of Hymettian mnarble, found during the pre- 
liminary excavation in 1933, in Section 0. Only the inscribed face and part of the 
bottom are preserved. The lower 0.10 m. of the front face is uninscribed. 

172 .J.A., XlV,\; 1941, p. 539; Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp. 50-51, no. 18. 
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Height, 0.33 m. 
Width, 0.345 m. 
Thickness, 0.355 m. 
Height of letters, 0.004-0.007 m. 
Inv. No. I 282. 

A.D. 165/6 (?) 

vypar[,u(juaTrev) f3]ovX['i] s [Ka2 807'OV] 

dv [TLypacf] eOv 
Aa~ ~~ [a-2]ap --) 

5 irep[L T]O [PSial] 

tepavXrjs 
E16XapPuroT ll[apa*u] [vov ou rFteKi8vS] 

[ ] r E1x&oroTo) [Mapa]OcaS[vwog] 
10 47'rF JK&A8os "AO [poso&os] 

ypap,(/AaTevq) BovXe [v'r6v] 
ZcS7rvpo [s 'AXefdv8] pov 'AO [,poveviI. 

The name of the secretary of the prytaneis (line 12) has been restored with 
reference to the tomb inscription published as I.G., IJ2, 5336, which is dated by J. 
Kirchner in the second century after 
Christ. The list of the atrLTrot was 
therefore part of a prytany catalogue 
of the tribe Attalis to which the deme 
Athmonon belonged in this period. 

Aphrodisios (line 10) is known 
as the official 9irR 3KtauSO of the years 
A.D. 166/7 (I.G., 112, 1773, line 66; 
see A.J.A., XLV, 1941, p. 539) and 
167/8 (I.G., 112, 1774, line 78). The 
office changed hands in A.D. 168/9 
(Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 18, lines 22- 
24), and the inscription published here 
must therefore be earlier than this 
year. 

Similarly, Isidotos (line 9) held the office of undersecretary in the years A.D. 

166/7 (I.G., II2, 1773, line 65; see A.J.A., XLV, 1941, p. 539), 167/8 (I.G., IIJ2 
1774, line 77), and 168/9 (I.G., IJ2, 1775, line 48; Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 18, line 21). 

No. 23 
(Photograph fronm Squeeze) 
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The office changed hands in A.D. 169/70 (I.G., 112, 1776, line 44), and the inscription 
published here must therefore be earlier than this year. 

Eucharistos (line 8) is known as the flutist of the year A.D. 167/8 (I.G., 112, 
1774, lines 75-77). The office changed hands in the latter part of A.D. 168/9 (I.G., 
112, 1775, line 47), but Eucharistos was still in office in the earlier part of this year 
(Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 18, line 19). His name appears again as that of one of the 
ato-crot in an inscription which is dated ca. A.D. 170-180 (I.G., 112, 1790, line 31). 
Both Kirchner (I.G., T12, 1774, note on line 75) and more recently Oliver (A.J.A., 
XLV, 1941, p. 539) asstumed that Eucharistos was reappointed as flutist after an 
interval of at least two years during wvhich Epigonos held that office (I.G., 112, 1775, 
line 47; 1776, line 43; 1781, lines 50-51). 

The names of the officials listed in lines 1-6 cannot be restored, but a comparison 
of the remiains of their names with the names of the corresponding officials mentioned 
in the catalogues of the years A.D. 166-169 shows that the inscription published here 
cannot belong to any of these years.173 This document must be earlier, however, than 
the year A.D. 168/9, and therefore it must belong either to A.D. 165/6 or to an even 
earlier year. It is now possible to restore the name of the flutist of the year 166/7 A.D. 

(I.G., 112, 1773; see A.J.A., XLV, 1941, p. 539). Since Eucharistos held this office 
before and a fter this vear, his name may be restored in line 64: iEpavAXrjg [EviXapcrro-j. 

24. The prytany catalogue of the tribe Ptolen-ais published by Oliver in 
Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp. 50-51, no. 18, is engraved on a shield which is carved upon 
an ttnfinished Doric column drum of the Roman period. The inscribed face is slightly 
convex, and the centre of the shield was occupied by a large wreath carved in low 
relief. The list of the permanent officials is engraved below this wreath, and it is 
continued in the last ten lines of the last column to the right of the wreath. If the 
wreath was placed exactly in the middle of the shield, as it seems to be, the space 
above it would have been occtipied by the normal prescript containing the date and 
the dedicatory formula. The catalogue of the councillors was therefore engraved in 
two columnns both to the left and to the right of the wreath. 

Two small fragments can be added to the inscription published by Oliver. One 
of themn (Fragment A) can be p4aced wN!ith certainty since part of the rim of the 
shield is preserved on it. The other (Fragment B) contains part of the name list and 
may belong either to the first or to the third coltunmn. The inscribed face of both 
fragments is slightlv convex, and this fact as well as the similarity in the letter forms 
helped in establishing the combination.174 

173 See I.G., II2, 1773, lines 60-63; 1774, lines 68-74; 1775, lines 44-46; Hesperia, XI, 1942, 
no. 18, lines 15-18. 

174 The height of the letters is by mistake given as 0.008 m. in Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 50, 
no. 18; they are in fact between 0.012 and 0.014 m., and this is also the height of the letters of the 
newly added Fragments A and B. 
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Fragment A was found in 1931 in an insignificant context. Only the front 
surface is preserved; although it is badly worn, it apparently curves slightly in both 
directions. Remains of the rim of the shield are preserved at the lower end of the 
fragment. 

Height, 0.333 m. 

Width, 0.096 m. 

Thickness, 0.09 m. 

Height of letters. 0.012-0.014 m. 
Inv. No. I 99. 

A.D. 168/9 
'A4poS ---] 
IIpOKX [---I 

'Iov(Xtos) Mo [vTavo] 

IIpoO80'[ KLIOS --- 

5 Ko[---] 
ypa,.qua [revg /3ovAev] 
T6wV 1W 

K [v] 8av j'| Ir&T8i] 

The name in line 2 could also be read as 'IepoKAX---]. 
Julius Montanus (line 3) may be identified with the man of 
the same name who was hyposophronistes in 169/70 A.D. 

(I.G., JJ2, 2097, line 184). The demotic of the secretary of 
the prytaneis (line 8), Kydantides, confirms the identification 
of the document as a prytany list of the tribe Ptolemais. This 
is, incidentally, one of the rare occurrences of this demotic 
in the Roman period.175 

The exact location of the new fragment can be determined by comparing the 
curving of the preserved part of the shield rim with the shield rim preserved on the 
previously published fragment. From this comparison it may be deduced that line 8 
of Fragment A corresponds to line 19 of Hesperia, XI, 1942, no. 18. 

Fragment B was found on June 14, 1933, in Section Z. It is broken all around 
and the inscribed surface shows a slight convex curving. 

: i . 

No. 24. New Fragment 
(A) of Hesperia, 

Xi, No. 18 

175 The only other one is contained in a much later document which was recently published by 
Oliver, T.A.P.A., LXXI, 1940, p. 308, line 12; see A. von Schoeffer, R.E., s. v. Wi7oL, cols. 81-82, 
no. 90; compare W. K. Pritchett, A.I.P., LXIII, 1942, p. 430. 
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Height, 0.225 m. 

Width, 0.105 m. 

Thickness, 0. 126 im. 

Height of letters, 0.012 m. 

Inv. No. I 965. 

A.D. 168/9 

[p LT 
- 

] Zp [S 

[N&LK]4o'Uax [o ---] 

[%T&(TOw) ] Xpvcor, [yOVO'] 

[T]pv'Owv Oco[---] 
5 [ N]KN]OKTpaTo [ S ---] 

[NL]KOCoTPaT [ S - -] 

['AOpo]Xurf[&]o[q ---1 

No. 24. New Fragment (B) of 
Hlesperia, XI, No. 18 

Fragment B has been associated with the other two fragments because of the 
similarity in the size and shape of the letters and in the curving of the inscribed. 
surface. The exact position of this fragment cannot be determined, but the preserved 
names seem to belong to the panel of the councillors from the deme Phlya, because 
three of these names (lines 2, 3, and 5-6) may be identified with known Athenians 
from this deme. For Nikomachos (line 2), see I.G., II2, 2018, lines 11-12; 2103, 
line 107; 2111/12, line 48. For Nikostratos (lines 5-6), see I.G., JJ2 2068, line 67; 
2102, line 54; 2103, line 106; 2191, line 24. The restoration of the nanme of Statius 
Chrysogonos (line 3) is based on the assumption that the preserved letters XPT5O 
belong to the beginning of a name which must then have been preceded by a Roman 
nomen. It is possible that the councillor Chrysogonos is identical with Statius 
Chrysogonos who was an ephebe in A.D. 142/3 (I.G., JI2, 2049, line 50); relatives 
are mentioned in I.G., JJ2 1765, line 6; 2020, line 55; 2044, line 42; 2107, line 23: 
2193, line 148; 2199, line 61. 

The surface of the fragment published by Oliver (Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 50, 
no. 18) is in part badly worn, especially the area containing lines 7-1 1. It seems that 
line 9 was filled by the name of a deme, and that in line 10 the first five letters of the 
name E'rvX[-- -] can be read on a squeeze. 
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L. LUCITIUS PANSA PRISCILLIANUS 

25. The career of L. Lucilius Pansa Priscillianus has been reconstructed from 
a passage in Dio Cassitis (L-XXIX, 21, 3-5) and from four inscriptions, two from 
Ephesos (Forschungeii, TTT, pp. 138-139, no. 53), one frotn Ausculum (C.I.L., IX, 
663), and one from Canusiuini (C.I.L., IX, 338). 

The inscription from Ausculutn belongs to a tombstone set up by L. Lucilius 
Pansa Priscillianus to a lady wvho was, according to the commonly accepted restora- 
tion, his patrona, but who may equally well have been his wife."76 Pansa himself was 
probably not of a good family, but he may well have married a woman whose father 
and brother were Ronman consuls and who belonged to a family which was related to 
the Scipiones."77 The inscription from Ausculum belongs to the end of the second 
century after Christ, since the lady's father was consul in A.D. 149, and her brother 
held this office in A.D. 178.178 

The inscription from Canuisium belongs to the year A.D. 223, and there a L. 
Lucilitis Priscillianus is mentioned as a man of senatorial rank. Since Pansa and 
Priscillianus can hardly be identical, they may have been father and son.179 This 
assumnption has been made by J. Keil in the publication of the two inscriptions from 
Ephesos.180 

One of the Ephesian inscriptions is engraved on the base of an honorary statue 
of the procurator of Asia, L. Lucilius Priscillianus. The other, inscribed on a similar 
montument, honors the man of senatorial rank. L. Lucilitis Priscillianus, who was the 
son of the procurator of Asia, L. Lucilius Pansa Priscillianus. Keil suggested that 
Pansa was the procurator of Asia known from the Ephesian inscription mentioned 
above, and that his son, who had senatorial rank, was the man known fronm the in- 
scription from Canusium. Both were honored in Ephesos probably while Pansa was 
procurator of Asia. The date of the Ephesian inscriptions cannot be determined with 
certainty, but it may be assumed that Pansa was at that time well advanced in years 
since his son had already the rank of a senator. A more accurate date for the careers 
both of Pansa and of his son is gained by E. Groag's assumption that the son is 
identical with Lucius Priscillianus who was one of the favorites of the Emperor 
Caracalla.81 Dio Cassius reports (LXXIX, 21, 3-5) that after the murder of Cara- 
calla, Priscillianus was put on trial bv the Senate. This man was famous both for his 
insolent behavTiour and for his killing of wvild beasts. Many men of equestrian and 

176 See, however, E. Groag, P.[.R., II2, p. 359, no. 1447. 
177 See E. Groag, P.I.R., II2, p. 357, no. 1444. 
178 See P.I.R., II2, pp. 358-360, nos. 1447 and 1448. 
179 See P.I.R., II, p. 304, nos. 289 and 290. 
180 Forschungen in Ephesos, III, p. 139. 
18 See R.E., s. v. Ltncilius, nos. 29 and 30. 
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senatorial rank lost their lives because of false charges brought against themn by 
Priscillianus. Because of this and because of his combats with animals he was greatly 
honored by Caracalla. The emperor put him into the Senate with the rank of a praetor 
and made him ruler over the province Achaia. Since he was hated by the Senate, he 
was p1tt on trial after Caracalla's death, and he was exiled to an island. Dio's account 
is clear and has always been correctly interpreted. Only the reference to Priscillianus' 
fights with wild animals deserves further comment. Ile was not a public entertainer 
who appeared in the arena, but he was, like the emperor himself, fond of showing 
his physical strength.182 This activity should therefore not be taken as evidence of his 
low social status; on the contrary, it shows that Priscillianus belonged, at least 
financially, to the tipper classes. 

If Groag's identification is accepted, it must be assumed that Priscillianus became 
a member of the Senate and held office in Achaia during the reign of Caracalla (A.D. 

212-217). Since the two Ephesian inscriptions are contemporary and since one of 
them refers to Priscillianus as a man of senatorial rank, they too must belong to the 
sanme period, and Pansa was therefore procurator of Asia in the time of Caracalla. 

Groag's combination has not been accepted by A. Stein who assumed that the 
favorite of Caracalla mentioned by J)io was identical with the procurator of Asia 
rather than with the procuirator's son.183 Groag himself had the occasion to review 
all the evidence, and lhe retained his previously suggested identification.184 A frag- 
mentarily preserved inscription of a statue base found in the Agora excavations seems 
to confirm Stein's interpretation and adds considerably to our knowledge of the career 
of L. Lucilius Pansa Priscillianus. 

The nine fragments were found at different times and in different places, and 
they carry different inventory numbers. The material seems to be difficult to determine. 
It is apparently a dtill, wvhite marble with micaceous grey, blue, and purple veins. It 
seems unnecessary to give the measurements of the individual fragments since both 
the original width of the base and the height of the inscription are preserved. All 
but one of the fragments apparentlv join into one piece. 

Fragments A and B: Found on May 7, 1938, in the original fill of the Valerian 
wall, north of the Hvpapanti Gate, in Section II. Inv. No. I 5327 (II 423 b and 423 a). 

Fragments C, E, and F: Found on 1\ay 9, 1938, in the Valerian wall, north of 
the Hypapanti Gate, in Section II. Inv. No. I 5327 (II 427 a and 427 b). 

Fragments D and I: Found on March 17, 1938, in the south wall of Hypapanti, 
in Section IJ. Inv. No. I 5327 (II 297 a and 297 b). 

182 See WV. Retisch, Klio, Beiheft XXIV, 1931, p. 37. 
183 Der r8mische Ritterstand, pp. 172-173; see also p. 288. Stein's view has been accepted by 

P. Lambrechts, Dissertation0es Pannonicae, I/8, 1937, p. 52, nos. 612 and 613; see, however, p. 36, 
no. 323. 

184 Die r8rnischen Reichsbeamten von Achaia, cols. 82-84. 
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No. 25. Fragments A, C, D, 
E, F, and I 

Frag.ff.. D AF.a 

Frag. D Frag. G 

Frag. H Frag. I 

No. 25. Fragments D, G, H. and I 

Fragment G: Found on December 31, 1936, in Section 00. Inv. No. I 4381. 
Fragment H: Found on January 28, 1938, in a Turkish wall, in Section II. 

Inv. No. I 5179. 
Fragments A, C, D, E, F, and I have already been 

joined by the excavators in Athens, while Fragments 
B, G, and H have been merely attributed by them to the 
same monument as the other fragments. Fragment B 
can be placed with certainty, but it does not join any of 
the other fragments. Fragment G can be joined to 
Fragment E. The close association of Fragments C, D. 
E, and G provides the original width of the monument, 
since Fragment C preserves the left edge, Fragment G 
the right edge of the base. Fragment H mnust belong to the left lower corner of 
the statue base since its second and third lines begin at a greater distance from the 
left edge than its first badly preserved line and the four lines of Fragment C. The 
position. suggested here for Fragment H has been determined from the restoration 
of its inscription. It may well be that it joins Fragment C, but this assumption must 
be tested on the fragments in Athens. 

The original width of the base is preserved, but it can now only approximately 
be determined, since Fragment G was not joined to the other fragments when the 

No. 25. Detail of Fragments 
A and C 
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monument was studied in Athens. Measured on a composite squeeze the width of the 
inscribed front face is ca. 0.66 m. The height of the base is not preserved since 
Fragments A and B are broken at the top and Fragment I is broken at the bottom. 
Yet both the first and last lines of the inscription are preserved, and the total height 
of the inscription is (measured on the conmposite squeeze) ca. 0.645 m. The original 
height of the pedestal may have been approximately one metre; thus the proportion 
between height and width was as three to two. All fragments are broken at the back; 
the thickness of the base may have been the same as its width, ca. 0.66 m. 

ca. A.D. 215-217 

['H Ee 'A]pE [ iov lT6yo]v /3o [ vX Kat 

[/3ov]Ar1 r7wv [(1 Kat 6] 8fr1og [6 'AOq] 
[vaco] v * A Aov[KtXtov Ila]jvr4[a HpECor] 

KLXXtavWov ['ryqu'va( ?) ITpEOr,8EvTrYv(?) rov3] 
5 KVploV avrOK [paropos- ElTLrpo7Tov] 

E7TapXE'as KcXtKiag [E7rtTpoiTov Hay] 

vovtas KarT0lEpag E7'T [poprov rcwv Ev] 
[ePI &,un 1&arcoW (Tl&pOi [ov Hlvrov( ?) BLOv] 

tvas ( ?) HaoXatyo ( ? )]vtag * E'Wrir. [powov "Aia4a 
10 [iarEpa] cTVVKXrtLK(. 

[apErp )] E-VEKEV Kac [Tr] S ELS TY7lV 

iia[rpi8]a r4T "A6v[O Ev[ as J E ]o[ijas Xa l] 

aTr [qo-a] JLE'VOV K [ai E`tqLkEXr)OE-v-rof] 
HEo [tX] ov ) 'T,/3ao [v rOv Eavrov'] 

15 [fiXov Kat E] VEpEPyEfr7V. 

'The significance of the inscription depends on the correctness of the restoration 
of Priscillianus' name. 'The praenomen and the partly preserved gentile in line 3 
cannot belong to the father's name because the immediately following name (restored 
here to [a16] vo- [a]) nmust belong to a cognonmen. It seems, therefore, that the name 
of Pansa's father was not mentioned in the inscription. This nmay be taken as an 
indication that Pansa's father did not belong to the Roman nobility. Similarly, in 
the inscription from Ausculumn (C.I.L., IX, 663) and in one of the Ephesian in-- 
scriptions (Forschungcn, III, no. 53) no mention is made of Pansa's father. 

The restoration of line 4 is uncertain. It is based on the assumption that the man 
honored in this inscription is the same Priscillianus whom Caracalla E, roV Eo--pa- 

'r7TyrqKor ca EOrEypa'b7J and who r^, 'AXaias Kat 7Tapa ro KaO?7KOV 7'pXEv. The normal title 
TpEcT,8EVr)19 avrto-rparqyo1 seems to be too long for the available space (see E. 
Korneniann, Klio, XXXI, 1938, pp. 89-90). 

Lines 5-9 contain the cursus honioruini of Pansa in chronological order. He was 
first procurator of Cilicia and was at that time at the lowest step of the procuratorial 
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career.8" His next office was the procuratorship of lower Pannonia and in this 
position he had the rank of a centenarius."8 After his activity in the provinces, Pansa 
becamne procurator aqtlarum in the city of Rome; this was, strictly speaking, not an 
advancement, but it brought him into the metropolis of the ernpire.187 Pansa's next 
two positions were both provincial procuratorships, but the names of the provinces 
cannot be restored with certainty. The restoration of lines 8-9 is quite hypothetical, 
and it presupposes that Pansa was promoted to the rank of a ducenarius, since the 
procurator of the provinces Pontus and Bithynia had this rank- in the third century 
after Christ.'88 The restoration of the end of line 9 is based on the identification of 
the man honored in this inscription with the procurator of Asia whose statue was 
set up in Ephesos (Forschun gen, III, no. 53). Since the Athenian inscription must 
be later than the two inscriptions from Ephesos, and since, it contains the cursus 
honorun of Pansa, it must have made reference to his procuratorship of Asia.'89 

The restoration of line 10 was kindly supplied by David Magie, and it seems 
supported by the manv similar phrases collected by A. Stein."'0 The words [irwrpai 
cTVVKX-JTLtK&V added to the cursis honorum of the procurator Pansa would indicate 
that his son was given the senatorial rank at a time when he, the father, was still 
holding office as a procurator. Exactly this has already been deduced by Stein from 
the Ephesian inscription which honors Pansa's son as CrVyKXrLtK6s'.19 

We learn from the Athenian inscription that Pansa was not merely procturator 
of Asia when Caracalla promoted him to the rank of a senator, but he had passed 
through the many stages of the procturatorial career. Dio does not mention this at 
all, but it is possible that his reference to the false charges made by Pansa against 
men of equestrian and senatorial rank is, in fact, a reflection on Pansa's activity as 
a procurator.'92 

Lines 11-12 contain the' motivTation, for the honors granted to Pansa. This is 
expressed in one of the most conventional phrases except for the words r&s 'AO'v[asl 
which were added in order to make clear that r7v xra[rpt'8]a referred to Athens.'9' 

Lines 13-15 are slightly indented and contain a reference to the erection of the 
monument. For the word acd [,o-a] xEVov, compare I.G., 112, 3960, and G. Gerlach, 
Griech. Elhreninschriften, p. 92. It means that Theophilos urged the Athenian au- 
thorities (mentioned in lines 1-2) to honor Pansa; once the honors were officially 
expressed Theophilos received the permission to erect a statue of the honored bene- 

See G. Hirschfeld, Die kaiserlichen Verwaltungsbeamten, p. 437, note 1. 
186 See Hirschfeld, op. cit., p. 436, note 3 (on p. 437). 
187 See Hirschfeld, op. cit., pp. 278, note 3, and 439, note 8; compare Dessau, no. 478. For 

the phrase 'v P'/A, see I.G.R., III, no. 174, line 24. 
188 See Hirschfeld, op. cit., pp. 375, 379, note 5, and 436, note 2. 
189 This office, too, was held by a ducenarius; see Hirschfeld, op. cit., p. 436, note 2. 
190 Der rimische Ritterstand, pp. 294-297. 
191 See Stein, op. cit., p. 174. 192 Colipare Hirschfeld, op. cit., p. 405, note 4. 
193 A similar phrase is found in I.G.R., IV, no. 574, lines 6-7. 
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factor. The man who erected the statue of Pansa, Theophilos, son of Theophilos, 
from Hybadai, is not quite unknown.19' His brother Tryphon was herald of the 
Areopagus in A.D. 209/210 (I.G., II2, 1077, lines 14-16), and several years earlier 
kosmetes of the ephebes (I.G. II@2, 2193). His relation to the imperial house is clearly 
indicated by the honors granted to him by the emperors. Theophilos himself had a 
son with the name of Apollonios who was a classmate of the sons of Tryphon (I.G., 
II2@ 2193, lines 10, 22, and 62). It is quite clear that the family of Theophilos from. 
Hybadai must have been wealthy and pro-Roman."95 The erection of a statue of 
Pansa by one of the members of this family shows that Athens was not quite bare 
of new monuments at the beginning of the third century after Christ.196 

A DEDICATION TO NEMESIS 

26. The inscription published in Hesperia, III, 1934, 
p. 77, no. 77 has been correctly restored by J. Kirchner as a 
dedication to the Goddess Nemesis (I.G., 12, 4817 a) .197 This 
restoration is now confirmed by the addition of a new frag- 
ment wvhich makes it possible to complete the whole inscription, 
to determine the character of the monument on which it is 
engraved, and to identify the dedicator of this monument. 

The new fragment is of Pentelic marble. It was found 
on May 7, 1937, in the foundations of a late Roman house 
to the east of the Tholos, in Section Z. It is part of a small 
altar. Its original height and thickness are preserved, but it 
is broken to the right and to the left; the old fragment joins 
on the right side and has the right lateral face preserved. On 
top is a slight hollow. The front and back faces are bounded 
above and below by mouldings which are broken away on the 
new fragment but which are still preserved on the old one. 

Height, 0.212 m.; original height (preserved on the old 
fragment), 0.235 m. 

W0Tidth, 0.12 m.; original width, ca. 0.15 m. 
Thickness without the mouldings, 0.105 m. 
Height of letters, 0.1012 m. 
Inv. No. I 4790. 
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94 See R. Neubauer, Hermes, XI, 1876, p. 152. 
195 For the relation between Athens and Septimius Severus, see J. Day, An Economic History, pp. 200-202. 
196 See Day, op. cit., pp. 252-253. 
197 For the cult of Nemesis in Athens, see H. Herter, R.E., s. v. Nemesis, col. 2356, lines 58-68. 
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No. 26. New Fragment Joined 
to Hesperia, III, No. 77 

(Photogrnph from Squeeze) 

ca. 240 A.D. 

['Ay] a9 TVXZ. 
[Av] p( (7Aos) 'A8p [l ]avosT lw 

[T]vp' OV (e OCOV 

[0] e Ne1da-e& 
[J 7]TOKaTEoT7" 

[Me] OLKOOEV. 

The restoration &9' NE,JuAGLe, now confirmed by the 
addition of the new fragment, has already been sug- 
gested by A. Wilhelm.198 The phrase &TOKaTeOTM(Ce 

OLKOOEV indicates that the dedicator restored the altar 
at his own expense.'99 It may well be that this restora- 
tion included not only the altar itself but also the whole 
shrine together with the altar. 

Kirchner suggested for the old fragment a date in the second or third centuries 
after Christ. A more accurate date may now be given since the dedicator, Aurelius 
Hadrianus is known from two other documents. A young man of his name was 
ca. 226 A.D. an ephebe of the tribe Leontis to which Oion belongs, and more than 
twenty years later the same man was cxioo pov&arrv of the ephebes.900 His dedication 
to Nemesis may therefore be dated in the second quarter of the third century after 
Christ. 

ANTONY E. RAUBITSCHEK 
YALE UNIVERSITY 

IIPA5IKAEHZ 4MDOPTOT 

Councillor of Erechtheis in 367/6 B.C. 

It is suggested in the publication Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 233, line 11, and p. 237 
that Zcf0opTov may be a mistake for lwopf8ov: btit Sophortos, though not recorded 
in Pape or Kirchner, appears as the name of a workmnan on the Arkesilas cup in 
the Cabinet des Medailles (C.V., pls. 20-21). The background to left of the first 
sigma is repainted, and there is room for another letter, so Buschor (in F. R., III, 
p. 211) reads [&]crocoprov, which he appears to explain as an announcement to the 
king: but the old reading lo4oprov, which goes back to Welcker, is doubtless correct. 
The Agora stone, and the Laconian cup, stipport each other. 

OXFORD UNIVERSITY J. D. BEAZLEY 

198 In a letter to B. D. Meritt, dated March 30, 1934. Similarly, the first line of I.G., II2, 
4747 may be restored as [eo&]t Neqdoact. 

"99'Tor obKoOev, see I.G., 1I2, 3669, lines 5-6. 200 See I.G., II2, 2235, line 112, and 2243, line 24. 
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